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Abstract
Helicopter dynamically loaded components are typically removed from service after a
predefined number of flight hours, which is derived from a combination of analysis and
testing. The design and test process is based on an assumed spectrum of flight maneuvers
established at the beginning of the helicopter development project. During the test
program, flight loads are measured during each maneuver and these loads are used in
structural fatigue damage calculations to conservatively estimate safe life of the parts (in
flight hours). New approaches are being developed whereby service life will be
dynamically adjusted for individual components based on measured actual usage
spectrums while the helicopter is in day to day service. These techniques have been
called Structural Usage Monitoring and have significant potential to save parts
replacement costs if the helicopter is flown less aggressively than originally assumed.
This research examines a specific structural usage monitor system level architecture from
the point of view of cost benefit and risks to ensure that the fielding of the system makes
economic sense and is safe. Spreadsheet models are prepared to calculate potential life
adjustments for a set of high cost parts on the Sikorsky S-76 model helicopter given 3
alternate usage scenarios based on field data. These models show significant cost savings
potential for these parts if structural usage lifing is applied. Risk is examined using
functional hazard analysis for aircraft level hazards and fault tree analysis for the
structural usage system. This risk analysis shows that if properly designed and
implemented in accordance with FAA guidelines and requirements, these cost savings
can be achieved without additional risk to helicopter passengers.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
1.1 What is Structural Usage Monitoring
Helicopters contain a number of life limited parts. These parts are dynamically loaded
and hence subject to development of fatigue cracks. Many of these parts are flight critical
in that failure of one of these parts could cause a catastrophic accident. Traditionally, to
maintain safety, these parts are assigned a safe-life limit in flight hours after which the
parts must be removed from the aircraft and discarded. Limits in calendar time or cycles
(e.g., landings for landing gears) are also used. The theoretical basis of calculating safe
life is contained in Miner's Cumulative Damage Theory. (Reference 1)
The process Sikorsky Aircraft uses to establish a safe-life limit is shown graphically in
Figure 1. When a new aircraft is developed, with customer's input, an assumption is
made regarding the "worst case" of how the helicopter will be flown during its life
(usage). This typically consists of a list of flight maneuvers (called regimes), their
maximum expected frequency of occurrence, or percent usage within a particular time
period (such as per 100 flight hours). This assumed spectrum is then used in defining and
executing flight tests where critical loads are measured during each of these maneuvers.
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Load
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Rate
cles Regim e Nunber Regime Nun
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Figure 1 - Sikorsky Safe-Life Substantiation Process
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The margin of assumed worst case usage over actual usage is deliberately included and
contributes to the overall structural reliability goal.
Combined with material strength characteristics and results from sample part testing to
destruction, the assumed flight loads are then use to establish an acceptable Calculated
Retirement Time (CRT) for these parts using Miner's Rule.
Recently, there have been a number of efforts (summarized in Chapter 2) to explore the
possibility of substituting actual measured usage for the assumed "worst case" usage that
was originally used to calculate retirement times. This would allow continual
adjustments of part retirement time based on the actual measured usage. The benefits of
this approach would be to increase the accuracy of safe-life estimates for parts on fielded
aircraft. Whereby the actual measured usage is more benign than the assumed usage, part
lives could be safely extended. Where the measured usage was more severe than the
assumed usage, part lives should be shortened to maintain safety margins.
The specific methods used to determine safe-life and retirement times are developed by
aircraft manufacturers and sanctioned by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for
civil aircraft or the relevant military engineering organization for military aircraft. Their
oversight is meant to insure that the traveling public or military personnel are safely
transported using these aircraft. Where these new methods are proposing to change the
existing accepted calculation methods, they will require approval of these regulatory
authorities.
The term "Structural Usage Monitoring" has been coined to describe systems which will
automatically recalculate retirement times based on in-flight measurements. A typical
architecture is shown in Figure 2. The usage monitoring function works in the following
manner. An on-board computer is used to acquire automated sensor readings, which are
fed to special algorithms to determine the current aircraft regime. In real-time, the
regimes are determined approximately once per second and stored to a data file. At the
end of the flight, this data file is summarized into a histogram with the number of
occurrences and times spent in each regime. Using the regime histograms, the total
damage fraction (where "1" means the part's safe-life is used up) is recalculated for each
failure mode of each tracked component. This damage data is then transmitted to a
ground-based computer, which may post the damage to log cards for each component.
When the total damage for a particular component exceeds its acceptable life, the
maintainer can be reminded to remove the component from service.
Substituting actual measured usage for assumed "worst case" usage removes some of the
margin from the process of determining retirement lives. One of the concerns in the
application of this methodology to possibly extend part lives is whether there is any
adverse affect on overall part reliability. For example, the US Army expects flight
critical parts to have less than "one-in-a-million" chance of catastrophic failure
(probability of 1 x 10-6). Sikorsky has done some simulations using Monte Carlo
methods to examine whether the existing safe-life methods statistically provide this level
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of reliability (References 2,3 & 4). These simulation studies have shown that the parts
for which simulations were conducted have shown to be close to that level of reliability.
They also show that usage accounts for about 1/6t of the reliability margin while strength
and load measurement accounts for the remaining 5 /6 ' of reliability margin. This allows
estimation of an upper bound on the worst case reliability reduction from errors by usage
monitoring. Several methods have been discussed to regain the 1/6t of reliability margin
that could be lost in removing some of the conservatism. These include limiting the
maximum life extension to 2-3 times the existing CRT and/or adjusting the method by
which damage is calculated to increase conservatism. Even with these proposed changes,
it is believed that substantial cost savings can still be achieved.
1.2 Top Level Architecture
The structural usage function is typically part of a Health and Usage Monitoring System
(HUMS). In addition to structural usage, the HUMS will record exceedances of
operational limits, calculate rotor system adjustments, monitor for vibrations from power
train components such as gearboxes and drive shafts, and package data for a flight data
recorder (black box). Figure 2 illustrates the basic physical architecture of a HUMS
system.
- Recognizes Histograms
regimes Damage summary:
- Creates Raw data
histograms
- Calculates
incremental
damage
- Stores results
and raw data(sealed with
CRC)
On-ground
Unpack file 
- Total flight hoursCheck CRC 
- Total damage hours
Display results
Bookeep damage
by component
(optional)
Figure 2 - Simplified Block Diagram of HUMS
The left side of the diagram describes what happens on-board the aircraft while the right
side of the diagram describes ground processing. A number of sensors, most of which
already exist on the aircraft for piloting are fed into the on-board processor. Its role in
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Sensors
On-aircraft
structural usage is to recognize the regimes, summarize regime data, calculate damage for
that flight, and store the raw data for archive purposes. For other HUMS functions, it
may interface to dedicated sensors such as accelerometers, process and store the results.
It may also interface to a shared or dedicated display (not shown) to allow interaction
with the pilot. The data will then be passed to a memory card and "sealed" using a Cyclic
Redundancy Code (CRC). This data card is then carried via the pilot to the ground
processor and inserted into a card drive. The ground processor will then download the
data, verify the CRC, and display the results to the maintainer. Optionally, the
groundstation may account for the damage for each component and generates updates to
the component log cards. These log cards are part of the official record of the aircraft and
contain total flight hours and total damage hours for each component.
1.3 Thesis
The basic thesis of this paper is that application of structural usage techniques to the
Sikorsky S-76 model helicopter has significant potential to provide direct financial
benefits to helicopter operators and that it is possible to achieve this benefit without
entailing significant risk to aircraft or passengers.
The potential financial benefits are driven by the choice of aircraft life limited parts that
are enrolled in usage monitoring and the specific way an operator flies each individual
aircraft versus how the aircraft designer assumed it would be flown. To assess the
potential financial benefits for this study, the existing and proposed damage calculations
for a specific set of high cost/low life parts were modeled using spreadsheet models.
Several alternate usage patterns were then examined for each part and the savings (or
loss) calculated using discounted cash flow techniques. The sensitivity of the analysis to
several key assumptions were then examined including accrual method, discount rate and
utilization of aircraft (flight hours per year). This combination of analysis by examples
provides concrete case studies of savings that could be achieved through investment in
usage monitoring by helicopter operators. The spreadsheet models allow these cases to
be adjusted to better apply to specific operator's circumstances, explore sensitivities to
other parameters or extend the analysis to other components or aircraft models. Chapter
3 describes these models and the results of their application. In this way, the models can
become a generic tool to examine the appropriateness of structural usage monitoring to
specific situations.
The risk is examined by application of several key stages of system safety assessment as
required by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in development of an application
for system certification. Because the structural usage function will modify an approved
FAA procedure, it will ultimately require FAA approval and certification. It should be
noted that the purpose of this risk analysis is not to prove that the system will be safe, but
to examine the issues surrounding design and system development that can affect safety.
The proof of safety will come during the detailed design, implementation and testing
process required for FAA certification.
I I
In Chapter 4, following a brief review of the regulatory environment and the system
conceptual design, a set of analyses of system risk are completed. The specific analyses
completed and discussed include:
- a Functional Hazard Analysis (FHA) where the top level aircraft functions are
examined for the criticality of each potential system failure mode to aircraft safety
(in this case, chronic undercounting of usage associated damage could contribute
to failure of flight critical parts)
- a fault tree analysis of the possible ways failure of the structural usage system
could lead to the undercounting of damage and the methods/crosschecks needed
to minimize this possibility.
- previous work at Sikorsky to examine the reliability aspects of the part life
substantiation process and the ways usage monitoring can affect reliability.
Following the risk analysis, Chapter 5 will provide conclusions and Chapter 6 will offer
recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 2 - Related Work
Due to the significant potential for cost savings, structural usage techniques have been
researched over significant period of years. This section will highlight some of the key
research that has had a direct feed into the current project. A chronological summary of
this research is provided in Table I and additional detail is provided in sections 2.1 to
2.13.
Table I - Chronological Summary of Related Research
Reference Year Organization(s) Project Contribution
5 1987 Bell Vibration, Structural Life and Engine One of the first projects to
Diagnostics System (VSLED) for V-22 Tilt build in usage and mechanical
Rotor diagnostics into a new aircraft
design.
6 1987 CAA, Bristow Usage trail on Puma (civil) Usage scenario (1000 hours)
7 1986-94 US Navy, Sikorsky Structural Usage Monitor (SUM) for SH- Regime recognition process
60B (military) (patented) - validated on 6
aircraft
8,9 1988-89 US Army, MDHC, Application of Holometrics to Apache Demonstrated potential to
Kaman helicopter synthesize rotating system
loads from fixed system
measurements.
10 1989-90 US Army, Sikorsky Structural Usage Monitor (SUM) for UH- Regime recognition process
60A & L (military) (patented) - validated on 3
aircraft, 6 mo each
2,3,4 1990-91 US Army, Sikorsky Monte Carlo simulation of reliability of UH- Component strength, flight
60A main rotor components. loads and usage variability (in
that order) contribute to
component reliability and that
Sikorsky methodology
achieves .999999 reliability on
simulated components.
11 1993-6 US Navy, Structural Data Recorder Set (SDRS) for Regime recognition validated
Aerostructures Navy AH-1W Helicopter on 50 aircraft for total of 3400
hrs, cost benefit study
12 1996 US Army, Usage trail on Bell 412SP (civil) Operational Feasibility,
NASA,FAA, Bell, detailed cost benefit, usage
Petroleum scenario (450 hours)
Helicopters Inc
(PHI)
13 1996 Sikorsky, Bristow Informal survey of -76 & -61 (civil) Usage scenario
14 1997 US Army, Boeing Structural Usage Monitor System (SUMS) Significant discussion
for MH-47E (military) regarding robust handling of
sensor data.
15 1998 US Air Force, Structural Data Recorder Set (SDRS) for -Usage scenario for 6 aircraft
Georgia Tech AF HH-60G Helicopter (900 hours)
25 1997-9 US Navy, COSSI Navy HUMS Program for SH-60B Planned production
BFGoodrich and CH-53E Helicopter Implementation after extended
trials on 12 aircraft.
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2.1 Vibration, Structural Life and Engine Diagnostics System (VSLED)
The V-22 is a tilt rotor aircraft being developed for military and commercial applications.
It is fairly complex mechanically and included one of the first attempts to include on-
board capability to monitor mechanical systems and aircraft usage.
2.2 CAA/Bristow Helicopters Usage Study
A brief report was acquired which enumerates the usage profile for one Puma helicopter
operating in the North Sea (over 1000 flight hours). Its value to the current effort is that it
provides a basis for one set of the usage scenarios ("Puma") that is presented for the S-76
model in the cost benefit analysis chapter. (Reference 6)
2.3 Navy Structural Usage Monitor (SUM) Program
This project was conducted about 8 years ago by Sikorsky under contracts to US Navy
and Army to install usage monitors in about 10 aircraft. It proved out an approach to real
time regime recognition, which became the basis of several follow-on efforts including
the approach currently being implemented on Sikorsky aircraft. (Reference 7)
2.4 Load Estimation (Kaman)
Holometrics constitutes a method where measured parameters are mathematically
modeled to attempt to simulate actual loads in components. The calculated loads would
then be used in damage calculations. (References 8,9)
2.5 Monte Carlo Simulation of Structural Lifing
Sikorsky started this area of research under US Army sponsorship. It provides the basis
of the ability to estimate the potential effects of usage monitoring on reliability of critical
parts. It is discussed in more detail in section 4.6. (References 2-4)
2.6 Aerostructures/Navy SDRS Program
This project was funded by the Navy for the AH- 1 W helicopter and involved installing
prototype usage monitors. It involved a large number of aircraft and validated a tree-
based approach to regime recognition with over 3400 hours of flight. Lessons learned are
being applied to the Sikorsky usage monitor. The key output was a detailed cost
justification for that fleet. (Reference 11)
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2.7 Bell Helicopter Usage Trial with Petroleum Helicopters Incorporated (PHI)
Bell installed a commercial HUMS on a Bell 412 model owned by PHI. They collected
data onboard and processed damage calculations on the groundstation. The contribution
was a good set of lessons learned and a summary of how the measured spectrum
compared to the assumed spectrum. Sample cost savings were quoted for comparison. It
provides a basis for one set of the usage scenarios ("PHI") that is used in the S-76 cost
benefit model. (Reference 12)
2.8 Sikorsky Visit Report to Bristow Helicopters
One of Sikorsky's structural engineers visited several European sites where Sikorsky
helicopters are operated and interviewed pilots and maintenance personnel. He
summarized some observations of how their described usage differs from Sikorsky's
assumed spectrum. It provides a basis for one of the usage scenarios ("Renna") that is
used in the S-76 model cost benefit analysis. (Reference 13)
2.9 Structural Usage Monitor for MH-47E
This program was sponsored by the US Army for application to the MH-47E tandem
rotor aircraft. It involved capture of data using a flight data recorder and processing the
data to recognize regimes using a ground based PC. The system was tested at Ft.
Campbell, Kentucky in 1996 for 5 flights and showed accuracy of regime identification
between 98 and 100% after limits were adjusted. The effort also included extensive work
to establish input data filtering and quality control. (Reference 14)
2.10 Structural Data Recorder Set for Air Force HH-60G
This program was sponsored by the US Air Force and the work was performed by
Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) for application on the Sikorsky HH-60G model
helicopter. It involved equipment built by Systems and Electronics, Inc., installed on 6
operating aircraft at 3 different bases. The regime recognition was performed on ground
based equipment by GTRI. The flight test effort had accumulated 631 flight hours as of
9/97 and was targeted to cover about 1200 flight hours cumulative. Initial results
indicated that in most cases, measured usage was less severe than assumed usage but
came close to assumed usage on the training aircraft surveyed. (Reference 15)
2.11 Draper Labs study
Draper conducted a cost benefit analysis for the Navy for possible HUMS introduction to
the CH-53E model. It covered usage monitoring in a cursory manner and provided in-
depth analysis of the spare parts pipeline affects. This may be useful to future extensions
of the current study. It also summarized potential development and fielding costs of such
15
a system. An extension of this study to the Navy plans for fleetwide HUMS
implementation is currently underway. (Reference 22)
2.12 Rotorcraft Industry Technology Association (RITA) CBAM
This is a model developed by Booze-Allen to allow either airframe manufacturers or
operators to complete sensitivity analysis of various cost benefit assumptions to their fleet
based on their operating assumptions. It could be used as an eventual host of the models
developed under this project. (Reference 21)
2.13 US Navy Commercial Operational Support Savings Initiative (COSSI) HUMS
DARPA funded initiative to save operational costs through implementation of HUMS to
largely commercial specifications on the Navy's helicopter fleet. BFGoodrich is
developing the system under a cost share arrangement. The Sikorsky commercial HUMS
will be a derivative design that will be FAA certified. It may become the first fielded
structural usage system. (Reference 25)
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Chapter 3 - Cost Benefit Analysis
This chapter presents the cost benefit analysis model for structural usage monitoring as
applied to the Sikorsky S-76 model helicopter. There are a number of subsections as
follows:
- structure of the model and the parts that were chosen,
- process of developing the analysis,
- review of key results,
- detailed savings calculations,
- detailed results and sensitivity studies,
- data regarding operator utilization of the S-76 fleet.
3.1 Model Structure and Selected Parts
A set of Microsoft Excel spreadsheets were developed which includes the mapping of
regimes to damage for several key life limited parts on the Sikorsky S-76 model
helicopter. The chosen parts are summarized in Table II below. Note that part 3 and 4
are generally replaced as a unit and have the same damage calculations. They are treated
as one part in the cost benefit models. The main and tail rotor shafts are integral parts of
the main and tail gearboxes respectively and hence replacement of the shafts and overhaul
of the gearboxes must be time synchronized.
Table II - Summary of S-76 Helicopter Parts Used in Study
ID # Part Number Part Name Retirement Qty/ Current
Time (flight aircraft price per
hours) part in $
1 76102-08603-041 Spindle/liner assembly 5000 4 39,732
2 76351-09630-041 Main rotor shaft: 4900 1 23,402
76351-09600-044 Affects Main Gear Box Overhaul 3000 1 184,218
3 76102-05001-047 TR outboard retaining plate 7000 1 8,430
4 76358-05118-047 Tail gear box output flange 7000 1 15,534
5 76358-05124-042 Tail gear box output shaft: 7000 1 17,063
76358-05600-041 Affects Tail Gear Box Overhaul 3500 1 32,620
Figure 3 shows the overall arrangement of the S-76 Helicopter. The chosen parts are
used in the main and tail rotor assemblies and each are shown in Figures 4 through 7.
The parts were chosen on the basis of cost and retirement time (expensive and low life).
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Tail Rotor including TR
Shaft and Flange /Retainer
assemblies
Figure 3 - S-76 Outline drawing
Figure 4 - Spindle Assembly (ID #1)
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Figure 5 - Tail Rotor Gearbox - Shaft (ID# 5) and Flange (ID# 4)
Figure 6 - Tail Rotor Retaining Bracket (ID# 3)
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Figure 7 - Main Gearbox including Main Rotor Shaft (ID# 2)
For each part, baseline damage calculations are modeled for the assumed regime usage
spectrum and baseline cost per flight hour is calculated. Starting from the baseline part
models, alternate savings cases are calculated by varying a number of factors as depicted
in Figure 8 which also maps the possible combinations of alternate cases. The key factor
is usage scenario and three different usage scenarios are developed from source
documents described in Chapter 2 (references 6, 12 and 13) and the revised lives based on
these spectra are calculated. The savings for each scenario are then accrued two ways
using two usage rates of the helicopter, limited by useful aircraft life. They are then
corrected for present day dollars using two different discount rates. Table III illustrates
the subset of possible cases that were developed and the average discounted savings.
Baseline Usage Savings Usage Rate Relation to Interest Rate
Damage Scenario Accrual (hours/year) Aircraft Life (percent)
Calculation (severity) M ethod
M odel
Figure 8 - Possible Cost/Benefit Variations Using Selected Factors
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Table III - Summary of Cost/Benefit Cases
Savings Relation Average
Usage Accrual Usage to Aircraft Interest Total Reference
Parts Scenarios I Method Rate Life Rate Savings Figure
All All Replaced 400 $ingle 8% $53K 10
All All Lifetime 400 Single 8% $100K 11
All All Lifetime 1000 Single 8% $187K 12
All All Lifetime 1000 Multiple 8% $247K 13
All All Lifetime 1000 Multiple 5% $347K 14
Two items need further clarification ("Savings Accrual Method" and "Relation to Aircraft
Life".
Savings accrual method: The "Replaced" method assumes that the operator uses an
accrual method whereby no money is saved until the base retirement time is exceeded
(when they would have had to replace the part if not using structural usage). In this case
it is assumed that the savings start to accrue when the original part would have been
replaced and stop when the part is actually retired using structural usage. For example, if
the part has a base retirement time of 1000 hours and actually lasts 2500 hours using
structural usage, savings start to accrue at 1000 hours and stop at 2500 hours.
The "Lifetime" method assumes that the operator sets aside reserves for replacement
based on the projected cost per flight hour. This is apparently a common practice among
operators. Under structural usage, they then would estimate the life extension provided
by structural usage and will reduce their reserve per flight hour by the estimated savings.
At the point that the part is actually retired, they would need to generate a correcting
entry to their accounts to correct for estimated versus actual life. The projected savings
are thus spread over the entire expected life of the parts. Using the example from the last
paragraph, savings would start at time zero and stop at 2500 hours.
Relation to Aircraft Life: "Single" indicates that the extended part life ended up close
to the useful life of the aircraft (assumed to be 35 years) and hence only one replacement
was saved. "Multiple" indicates that the aircraft utilization was high enough to consume
multiple parts during an aircraft life and hence allows for greater total savings.
3.2 Development of Cost Benefit Analysis
This section summarizes the process involved in developing the cost benefit analysis.
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1. Chose the parts to examine:
- The S-76 maintenance manual Chapter 4 - "Airworthiness Limitations" was
consulted and those parts were selected which had a replacement time less than 10,000
hours. (At an average aircraft utilization of 400 hours per year it would take up to 25
years to use up a 10,000-hour part.)
- The Illustrated Parts Bulletin (IPB) was examined to understand sub-assembly
content. The main and tail rotor shafts are examples of parts that limited the life of
replaceable sub-assemblies (the main or tail gearboxes).
- Catalog prices for each part were checked and parts that were expensive enough
to track with usage monitoring were selected.
2. Damage calculations for the selected parts were researched in the Sikorsky archives.
The damage calculations were entered into a spreadsheet so they could be manipulated.
3. Alternate usage scenarios were researched. Three were found that were usable for
commercial aircraft (several pertaining to military aircraft are contained in the
references). Each scenario was converted to the S-76 usage format by making reasonable
mapping assumptions between similar regimes. These mappings are detailed in
Appendix II.
4. Aircraft utilization data was examined to pick utilization rates to use for savings
calculations. These are summarized in section 3.6 and the backup data is included in
Appendix III.
5. The final cost spreadsheets that calculate alternate part lives for the four selected parts
given the three alternative usage scenarios were constructed. The models include other
factors that can be varied (cost savings allocation method, aircraft utilization rate and
discount rate). The actual cost spreadsheets are included in Appendix I.
6. Cost analyses and sensitivity studies were completed and summarized. Key results are
summarized in section 3.3 and details are reviewed in section 3.5.
3.3 Key Results
Based on an examination of the cost savings analysis and sensitivity studies, the
following conclusions can be drawn about the benefits of usage monitoring.
First, usage monitoring can provide potentially significant cost savings. As shown in
figure 9, total savings per flight hour from the four parts studied ranged from $17.73 to
$24.99 with the average savings of $21.63. Under one usage scenario, two of the parts
actually lose life (extra cost of $2.32 and $0.46 per flight hour). This loss of part life was
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expected and provides a safety benefit of usage monitoring in that some parts are being
flown outside the assumed spectrum and have an increased risk of failure.
The net present value of usage savings ranged between $46K to $430K. The actual
amount of savings that the operator experiences is affected by several factors including:
- how they account for part replacement cost
- how much they fly their aircraft (10 to over 1400 hrs per year)
- what discount rate they use (cost of money assumed at either 5 or 8%)
- how long they keep their aircraft (assumed to be 35 years based on Sikorsky's
S-61 commercial model which has been in service since the early 60's)
- how they fly the aircraft (benign to severe).
The low scenario ($46K) was for an operator that:
- accrued savings after the first part replacement for one part life
- flew 400 hours per year
- cost of money is eight percent
- Spent 75 percent more time than the assumed spectrum in the most damaging
regime (full power climbs). Note that there are 13 regimes that accrue damage for these
four parts.
The high scenario ($430 K) was for an operator that:
- spread savings over repeated part lives for the full 35 year aircraft life
- flew 1000 hours per year
- cost of money is five percent
- spends 25 percent less time than the assumed spectrum in the most damaging
regime (although spends twice the time in 2 other regimes which contributed relatively
little damage).
Business and regulatory issues will drive the final savings to the operator because:
- some part costs are buried in "power by the hour" rates for gearboxes (whereby
the operator elects to pay for gearbox time by the flight hour and Sikorsky bears the cost
of an overhaul at the prescribed time including replacing any parts that have reached their
fatigue retirement time).
- the FAA will pass judgment on granting life extensions, limiting extensions to
multiples of existing life and /or other controls imposed to ensure safety.
- system acquisition and maintenance costs will be determined by specific
installation details on each model helicopter as well as policy that drives OEM, supplier
and operator efforts to maintain the system.
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3.4 Example of the Savings Calculation
The following example will take the reader through a simple saving calculation, given an
adjustment in part life. In this case, let's use replacing an automobile transmission. This
represents the thought process behind the spreadsheet model, which was used to calculate
and examine sensitivity of usage savings. To further simplify the example, we will ignore
the time value of money.
First let's assume the transmission costs $1000, normally lasts for five years and the car is
used an average of 100 hours/year. That is a baseline cost of $1000/5 or $200 per year.
On a per hour basis it would be $200/100 or $2 per hour. Now let's assume that we were
able to monitor the ratio of stop-and-go versus highway miles and where the monitor
shows over 80% highway use, doubled the life of the transmission to 10 years. At the
end of five years you would normally buy a new part for $1000, but with the extended
life part, you don't have to replace it, thus saving $1000 total.
These savings could be spread in two different ways, depending on how the owner
budgets for repairs. If he pays cash for the replacement transmission when it must be
replaced, he begins to save money when it exceeds the expected life of 5 years and
continues to save until he finally has to replace it after 10 years. The savings would thus
be $200/year for 5 years starting at year 6.
If the owner budgets and sets aside money for this transmission replacement on a cost per
hour basis he would calculate the expected savings in a different manner. Based on past
experience, most of his driving is on the highway, so he would estimate that he would get
double the life of the transmission. On a per hour basis it would now cost him
$1000/1000 hours or $1/hour instead of the $2 per hour baseline for a savings of $1 per
hour. Annually it would be $1 per hour times 100 hours per year or $100 per year over
ten years.
If the car ended up rusting to the point that he had to junk it after only 8 years, his real
cost per hour would be $1000/800 hours or $1.25 per hour. Subtracted from his baseline
cost of $2 gives a saving of $0.75 per hour.
3.5 Detailed Review of Results
The following section uses a number of layered bar graphs to present the results of the
cost benefit analysis. Referring to Figure 9, let's start by walking through the contents of
the graph and its format. The y-axis is in units of savings in dollars (in this first example
it is savings per flight hour). Each of the first three bars represents a different usage
scenario and the fourth bar is the average of the three scenarios. The legend shows the
hatch patterns of the four parts whose savings make up each bar. In all graphs, the
spindle assembly makes up the largest part of the savings. The main rotor shaft is
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typically next. The tail rotor shaft and combination of tail rotor flange/retaining bracket
are fairly minor. Listed above each graph for convenience is the total savings number.
The details that back up the graphs are included in Appendix I.
You'll note from this graph that for the third scenario, the tail rotor shaft and flange show
negative savings (below the zero dollar line). As mentioned earlier, the negative savings
are due to the fact that the third scenario is more severe than the assumed usage spectrum
in areas that are relatively more damaging to these two parts than to the other two.
As you can see from this graph, the average saving per flight hour from the four parts is
estimated at $21.63. It should also be noted that while there is some variation in savings
between the three scenarios it is not a major variation.
Summary of Savings per Flight Hour
W... _.$24.99
$25.0o $2.1 $17.73 $16
$20.00
$15.00 
ED TR Flange$10.00
ETR Shaft
$5.0o Z MR Shaft
so.oo E Spindle
($5.00)
1 2 3 Avg
Scenario
Figure 9 - Summary of Savings per Flight Hour
The next two graphs as shown in Figures 10 and 11, show total savings discounted back
to the present year. The discounting is done using one of two methods. In the first
method (Figure 10) the operator is expected to see savings starting at the time they would
have replaced the first part until the end of the extended life. In the spreadsheets, these
two points are calculated and the total savings are spread equally between them over that
period of years. The savings are then discounted back to present-day dollars using a net
present value formula with a given discount rate.
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The second accrual method (Figure 11) assumes that the operator pre-allocates part cost
to each flight hour of aircraft use. Thus the savings per flight hour is spread over the
entire part life from when it is installed to when it is removed.
The first graph shows an average lifetime savings of $53 K. This is based on an eight
percent discount rate and aircraft utilization of 400 hours per year. Comparing this with
the next graph, you can see that spreading the savings over the full part life (starting in
year 1) nearly doubles the average lifetime savings to $100 K. It should also be noted on
the first graph that $46 K. for the third scenario is the low end of the savings ranges.
Summary of Discounted Total Savings
Savings Acrued when Replaced (A/C used 400 hrs/yr)
$70,000 $60K
$60,000 $52K 46K $53
$50,000
$40,000 m TR Flange$30,000
$20,000 EITR Shaft
$10,000 Z MR Shaft
$0- S Spindle
($10,000)
1 2 3 Avg
Scenario
Figure 10 - Discounted Total Savings (Replacement Accrual)
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Summary of Discounted Total Savings
Savings Acrued over Part Life (A/C used 400 hrs/yr)
$116K
$120,000 - $100K
499K $85K
$100,000
$80,000
$60,000- IIITR Flange
$40,000 IllTR Shaft
$2,0 MR Shaft$20,000-
$o S Spindle
($20,000)-
1 2 3 Avg
Scenario
Figure 11 - Discounted Total Savings (Lifetime Accrual)
The next graph as shown in Figure 12, is the same as the previous one except that the
aircraft utilization has been increased to 1000 hours per year. You can see that this
roughly doubles the discounted savings to an average of $187K where the savings are
spread over the entire part life.
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Summary of Discounted Total Savings
Savings Acrued over Part Life (A/C used 1000 hrs/yr)
$247K
$250,000 -
$200,000- 16 K
$ 7
$150,000
--- D TR Flange$100,000 -
ITR Shaft
$50,000- 0 MR Shaft
$0 _F_..._.._.... ESpindle
($50,000)
1 2 3 Avg
Scenario
Figure 12 - Discounted Total Savings (1000 hours per year)
Figure 13 - Discounted Total Savings (Multiple Part Lifetimes)
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The next graph as shown in Figure 13, illustrates an effect that can significantly increase
the total savings. In this case we take advantage of the shortened time span during which
the part life is consumed due to the higher utilization rate of 1000 hours per year. Over
the assumed 35-year aircraft life, rather than having to limit savings because one part is
lasting over 35 years, the parts are now being replaced several times in 35 years. We can
thus accrue savings from several parts in sequence. This increases the average savings by
about $60K.
The last of this series of graphs (Figure 14) illustrates the impact of reducing the discount
rate to 5 percent with all other factors being kept the same as the previous graph. This
increases the average total savings to $347K (or an additional $1 00K). Note that the
second scenario is the high of the range at $430K.
Summary of Discounted (5%) Total Savings
Savings Acrued over 35 yr Aircraft Life (A/C used 1000 hrs/yr)
$430K
$450,000- $347K$400,000 $276
$350,000 -
$300,000-
$250,000 -
$200,000 - ITR Flange
$150,000 1iJTR Shaft
$100,000 0MR Shaft
$50,000 -
$0 E3 Spindle
Figure 14 - Discounted Total Savings (5% Discount Rate)
3.6 Operator Aircraft Utilization
For the S-76 fleet of close to 500 aircraft worldwide, there is great variation in the aircraft
usage. Sikorsky maintains a database of these aircraft and to provide a basis for the
aircraft usage rate assumptions, its distribution was examined and summarized. Figure
15 shows the distribution for the subset of aircraft for which reliable data was available
(397 aircraft). The relevant details of the database are included in Appendix III.
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Scenario
The range of utilization included one operator who flew an average of 10 hours per year
to one with an average of 1473 hours per year. They tended to group at around 400 hours
per year and at around 1,000 hours per year so these points were chosen for savings
calculations. The database of 397 aircraft was further grouped by three use categories:
- 133 Corporate, with an average of 258 hours per year (Figure 16)
- 157 Oil/Passenger with an average of 654 hours per year (Figure 17)
- 107 Utility with an average of 358 hours per year. (Figure 18)
Annual Flight Hour Distribution
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Figure 15 - Flight Hour Distribution (All Operators)
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Chapter 4 - Risk Assessment
The goal of this risk assessment is to examine the conceptual design of the structural
usage subsystem and generate specific safety requirements that must be met to keep
aircraft risks from system malfunctions to acceptable levels. As this paper cannot
examine specific design details (these are proprietary to the HUMS supplier), it cannot
make concrete statements regarding safety of the fielded system. This level of proof must
ultimately be provided to the FAA as part of the application for certification of the
HUMS system. This chapter will review system level risks, identify concerns and
potential ways to address these concerns and prioritize areas of focus in the detailed
design effort of developing a certified system. The analysis will be covered in several
subsections as follows:
- An overview of the regulatory environment which imposes safety requirements.
- A review of the current system requirements and conceptual design.
- An examination of key system dataflows.
- A summary of possible aircraft level hazard effects.
- A summary of key failure paths from a subsystem level fault tree.
- A summary of the Monte Carlo method of estimating reliability.
4.1 FAA Regulatory Requirements
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the FAA (in Chapters 4 and 5 of the aircraft maintenance
manual) approves existing retirement times. The application of structural usage
dynamically changes these limits using an automated system. The worst-case failure
effect of such system would be to chronically under calculate damage, hence leaving a
part on the aircraft too long, increasing the possibility of structural failure. The Federal
Air Regulation (FAR) 29.1309 requires any on-board equipment, which can affect aircraft
safety, to be developed and tested using specified procedures. Relevant sections of
29.1309 are summarized below and included in Appendix V. As 29.1309 is fairly
general, other FAA and industry documents provide more specific guidance. Figure 19
graphically depicts the relationship between key FAA and industry documents that
governs certification.
One of the key documents in the approval process at the time of this publication is a draft
advisory circular for HUMS (Reference 24). It highlights existing guidance regarding
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development of on-board systems and provides specific guidance for certification of
functions implemented on a PC-based groundstation. The key challenge on the
groundstation is how to show reliability of software and hardware that is largely builds
with commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components, which have no certification pedigree.
As structural usage is a fairly critical function Sikorsky has avoided much of the COTS
issue by completing critical processes on the certified on-board system.
Based on these regulations a number of documents are being prepared:
- Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA)- which defines the aircraft level effects of
potential system failure modes.
- System Safety Assessment - which typically includes a fault tree of the critical
failure modes and how they relate to each other.
- Preliminary Software Aspects of Certification (PSAC) - which describes the
approach to develop and test certified software.
- Software Configuration Index - which describes the exact software that is being
developed and fielded.
- Software Accomplishment Summary - which describes the series of documents
and tests that were performed as evidence of certifiability.
Figure 19 - Relationships between FAA and Industry Documents
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One key requirement is that the occurrence of potentially dangerous or catastrophic
situations is "improbable" or "extremely improbable". Definitions of these terms are
attempted in ARP 4761 Table 3.1-1 (Reference 16) and translate to lx10-7 and lx 10',
respectively. Note that these are more stringent than the US Army requirement cited in
Chapter 1. The second key requirement is that compliance shall be shown through a
combination of analysis and testing which addresses:
- possible failure modes and their probability
- possibility of independent and multiple failures
- resulting effects on aircraft and occupants
- corrective actions including possible crew warnings.
There are two SAE documents, ARP 4761 and 4754 (references 16 and 17), that provide
descriptions of acceptable means of accomplishing the safety assessment and subsequent
design and testing of a certifiable system. They both refer to RTCA DO 1 78B (reference
18) for the process to follow in developing certified software. The specific process is
dependent on the level of criticality as established by the FHA.
4.2 System Functional Description
This section is a top-level description of the overall HUMS system and the structural
usage subsystem in particular at a level of detail necessary to understand the fault trees
presented in section 4.4. This material is derived from the Sikorsky HUMS System
Specification (Reference 20). Because the actual system design data is proprietary to the
HUMS supplier and is still under development, the analysis presented in this paper will
be at the system requirements level. The block diagram shown in Figure 20 shows the
top-level architecture for the Sikorsky S-76C+ model (which is currently in production).
Key differences to other Sikorsky model implementations involve the source of specific
input signals and how interaction with the pilot is accomplished. Figures 21-25 trace
basic system dataflows for various structural usage processes that will help the reader
understand the details of the fault tree that follows in section 4.4.
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Figure 20 - S-76C+ HUMS Block Diagram
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4.3 Functional Hazard Assessment (FHA)
From page 33 of SAE document ARP 4754, the goal of the FHA is to clearly identify the
circumstances and severity of each failure condition along with the rationale for its
classification. The various failure effects can be one of Catastrophic, Hazardous/Severe-
Major, Major, Minor or No Safety Effect, which map to system development assurance
levels A-E respectively. The worst case failure of the structural usage function maps to
Hazardous/Severe-Major or level B. The rationale is provided in the extract of the
Sikorsky HUMS FHA as summarized below and presented in Appendix VI (Reference
23). The key statements from the FHA are presented along with descriptions of their
safety implications. This is another source of derived safety requirements and they are
highlighted in bold font and explained in parenthetical statements below the affected text.
The basic organization of the FHA is as follows:
Description of the function
Worst case failure effect
Possible mitigating actions
Proposed software criticality levels (per DOI 78B)
The FHA contains three sections that deal with different aspects of the usage monitoring
function. The first assumes that the data will be recorded over a long period of time and
that Sikorsky will only use the data to statistically change the baseline assumed spectrum
and thus change fleetwide part lives. The second assumes that regime data will be used
for automated life adjustments but only deals with the regime gathering function. The
last section deals with the damage calculations themselves.
Regime Data Gathering for Fleetwide Life Adjustments
This function involves onboard calculation and accumulation of raw flight data and usage spectra
for eventual use by Sikorsky engineering to make fleetwide adjustments of retirement times
(rather than for individual aircraft). The FHA states that "This data will be sealed with an
error checking protocol and downloaded to the groundstation for display and archive. The
data seal can be manually verified at the time the data is imported into the database or
used." [The worst case failure of this function would be an incorrect increase in fleetwide
retirement time based on erroneous HUMS data and that] "the error goes undetected by the
engineer completing the life calculations".
There are three main safeguards in this process that contribute to the safety of potential fleetwide
adjustments. The most important one is that there is a "man-in-the-loop" and that we are not
allowing the computer full autonomous authority to adjust retirement times. This allows use of
good engineering practices and judgement including cross-checking results with other experience
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and data sources. Missing regime data will be compensated for by assuming conservatively that
regime usage, during a period for which data is missing or questionable, would be based on the
worst case composite regime usage rate currently used to manually determine component
retirement times.
The second safeguard is the use of error checking to seal the data as it is removed from the level
B certified onboard system. This ensures that the data has survived the trip between the onboard
system in the field and the computer where the Sikorsky engineer collates field data in
preparation for a fleetwide life adjustment. As these files will be arriving from many field
locations, the original sealed file being sent to Sikorsky for reprocessing should be designed to
be relatively self-contained regarding embedded identifying information.
The third safeguard is the possible use of redundant dissimilar processing of the data to improve
tolerance of software errors that made it through the certification process. The raw sensor data
can be used to recalculate usage on the operator's groundstation or at Sikorsky using different
hardware (PC vs. onboard computer) and different software (e.g., C++ vs. Ada) although the
algorithm will be the same. As long as the algorithm is coded in different languages, it is highly
unlikely that the same software error could happen in both versions.
These safeguards will minimize risk of statistical distortion of the usage database.
Regime Data For Component Retirement Calculations
The same usage spectrum data described above can be used by the component retirement
calculation function to adjust individual component life based on actual usage. In this case, we
will now rely on the computer to autonomously complete the calculations with little human
oversight. The worst case failure effect would be the incorrect specification of a life adjustment
for a component on a particular aircraft. This could leave a component in service beyond an
appropriate retirement time, significantly reducing its structural reliability margin.
There are several system design and procedural safeguards to improve the probability that
potential system failures are detected and compensated for correctly. A number of failures can
result in missing regime data such as sensor failure, incorrect regime definitions causing loss of
data from certain regimes, or general processor failure causing entire blocks of time with no data.
The FHA states that "Flight time will be recorded by HUMS [using clock time from a reliable,
battery-backed clock on the airborne unit] and used to determine if some regime data is
missing. Missing regime data would be compensated for by assuming conservatively that
usage during a period for which data are missing would be proportional to the worst case
composite usage accumulation rate currently used by Sikorsky to evaluate component
retirement times." This is the most conservative way to deal with missing or incomplete data.
Despite extensive efforts during development and test of the system, the fielded aircraft may not
be flown within the regime boundaries anticipated by the engineers. For example, some novel
use of the aircraft may be devised which includes maneuvers not originally defined and tested.
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The FHA states "To protect against deficiencies in regime definitions or unexpected uses of
the aircraft, data added to the component usage database will be subjected to a periodic
reasonableness check by Sikorsky." The Sikorsky oversight function will require a formal
review of the database looking for data that is inconsistent with similar data from other sources,
internal crosschecks or other indications of trends that are unexpected or illogical. Specific
checks will be devised as a starting point and expanded as experience is gathered and problems
discovered. A formal report from each review will be issued to the FAA and any discrepancies
will be investigated and resolved.
Component Retirement Calculations
For selected components, the airborne system will apply usage spectrum data (as derived in the
previous section) to calculate expected retirement times by applying calculations that translate
the usage spectrum to life used during this flight for each component type. The output is
provided in the form of life decrements (in equivalent flight hours) for each component type and
failure mode. The worst case failure effect is the same as the previous section (significant
reduction in part reliability).
In addition to previously stated safeguards, the FHA states that "A component life adjustment
limit for each component, based on some multiple of the current component retirement
time recommended by Sikorsky, will be put in place to minimize the possible reduction in
structural reliability margin." The time extension limit is intended as a "catch all" for
potentially runaway calculations and is discussed in section 4.6.
To summarize, the FHA calls for several safeguards to be built into the system and operating
procedures to minimize the possibility of undercalculating usage.
4.4 Fault Tree Analysis
Fault trees are a commonly used technique to model the combination of system failures
that can result in a particular hazardous state. In the case of usage monitoring, the worst
case failure from the aircraft FHA described in the previous section was an increased
possibility of a component structural failure (termed "significantly reduce the structural
reliability margin"). This could result from undercounting damage to the point that the
part has been left on the aircraft too long. This state was considered the top event in the
fault tree and many of the various ways of arriving at this state were modeled via about
60 elements using an automated tool called Computer Aided Fault Tree Analysis
(CAFTA) (Reference 20). Fault tree analysis can be either qualitative or quantitative.
Qualitative analysis uses the structure of the fault tree logic to examine possible failure
paths (called cutsets) to assist in developing defensive strategy and set priorities.
Quantitative analysis will assign probabilities to each lowest level event (called basic
events) and using the tree logic, calculates the probability of reaching any particular point
in the tree. This is very useful for hardware intensive systems where actual failure rates
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may be measured and used to establish probabilities but is nearly impossible in software
driven systems. DO178B (Reference 18) states in section 2.2.3 that software reliability
rates based on software levels cannot be used in the system safety assessment process.
Because of this limitation, this analysis will be entirely qualitative.
The actual fault tree is included in Appendix IV along with relevant descriptions and
analyses that are automatically generated by the software tool. A brief walkthrough of the
fault tree is also included there. This section draws from the model to describe one
possible method to rank the various failure modes in order of importance and describe the
implications of that ranking. It should be noted that the fault tree is logically correct at its
level of application but is not complete. For example, the regime recognition process
uses inputs from a large number of sensor sources with various paths of data flow to the
point where the inputs are usable by the system. The fault tree model only covers several
typical examples but not all of the sensors. This allows focusing on the types of failures
and system defenses against them without getting "bogged down" in all the details of
such a complex system. These details will be provided to the FAA as part of the system
safety assessment.
One of the key outputs of fault tree analysis is a list of possible combinations of failures
needed to reach the top event (the one we are trying to avoid). Each combination is
called a "cutset" and the most serious ones have very few events that must happen
simultaneously. Table IV summarizes the list of cutsets from the model shown in order
of number of events per cutset. It has been grouped by the number of events in each
cutset, which is one way of qualitatively establishing importance.
Table IV - Summary of Fault Tree Cutsets
C utset Event 1 Event 2 Event 3 Event 4 Event 5
1 G003
2 G004
3 G019 G0/8 G079
4 G012 G078 G079
5 G018 G078 G079
6 G033 G078 G079
7 G034 G078 G079
8 G036 G078 G079
9 G013 G078 G079
10 G064 G078 G079
11 G031 G032 6078 G0/9
12 G024 G060 G078 G079
13 G037 G038 G078 G079
14 G024 G043 G078 G079
15 G024 G059 G078 G079
16 G024 G050 G078 G079
17 G067 G068 G078 G079
18 G 02 5 G 02 6 G 078 G 07 9
1 9 G 02 4 G 044 G 07 8 G 07 9
20 G 02 4 G081 G 07 8 G 07 9
21 G002 9 G003 0 G0b 2 G0/78 G 0/79
22 G 02 4 G04 5 G 04 6 G07 8 G 07 9
23 G 02 4 G05 5 G 05 6 G07 8 G 07 9
24 GO02 4 G05 7 G 05 8 G07 8 G 07 9
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The basic events that make up each cutset set along with some relevant characteristics are
listed in Table V.
Table V - Ranked Order of Basic Event Criticality
Ranking Basic Event
Name
I G003
I G004
2 G078
2 G079
3 G032
3 G038
4 G024
5 G018
5 G033
5 G012
5 G013
5 G019
5 G034
5 G036
5 G064
6 G050
6 G067
6 G068
6 G025
6 G026
6 G031
6 G037
6 G043
6 G044
6 G081
6 G045
6 G046
6 G059
6 G060
7 G029
7 G052
7 G055
7 G056
7 G057
7 G058
7 G030
Event Description
Material Weakness
Part Overloaded
Undiscovered System or Procedural Error
Periodic System Audits Fail to Detect Errors
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) Fails
Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) Fails
Data Quality Check Malfunctions
Regime Recognition Algorithms Incorrect
Damage Mapping Table Incorrectly Defined
Manual Posting System
Automated Posting System
Regime Recognition SW Malfunctions
Damage Table Data Incorrectly Transmitted to OBS
Undetected File Loss
Software Error in Maintaining Aircraft Configuration
Sensor Wire Miswired/Misrepaired
Mechanic Entered Part Change Incorrectly
Part is Legal for this Aircraft Model
Signal Conditioning/Processor Failure
Fault Detection System Fails
Data Transmission Error
Data Card Transfer Error
Sensor Wire Fails - Short
Sensor Wire Fails - Open
Sensor Wire Fails - Intermittent
Sensor Fails - Low
Sensor Fails - High
Sensor Fails -Open
Sensor Fails - Closed
Manual Logic Error
Bench/Flight Test Data Failed to Identify Error
Sensor Databus Failure - Air Data Computer 1
Sensor Databus Failure - Air Data Computer 2
Sensor Databus Failure - Attitude Heading Reference
Sensor Databus Failure - Attitude Heading Reference
Automated Consistency Checks Failed
Key:
o = Outside System Control
H = Human Error
M = Mechanical or Hardware Error
S = Software Error
4-3
Category
0
0
H
H
S
S
S
H
H
0
0
S
S
S
S
H
H
H
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
H
H
M
M
M
M
S
Table V includes a field called "Ranking" which rates criticality from 1 to 7 where 1 is of
most concern. The rankings were derived as follows:
Ranking 1 - included the two events that were cutsets of single elements (but
were outside of the scope of control of this system). Their occurrence is prevented by
other methods.
Ranking 2 - are two events that are a part of all the other cutsets. They are
essentially an oversight function by Sikorsky engineering of the functioning of the
structural usage process designed to catch any system or procedural errors that may have
escaped detection in the development and implementation process.
Ranking 3 - are two events which represent a common mode error due to the fact
that they involve a software module that is extensively reused in an number of processes
to validate critical data transfers (CRC check).
Ranking 4 - is one event, which is a part of 8 other cutsets, making it similar to a
common mode failure.
Ranking 5 - are single events, which, together with the ranking 2 items form a
group of cutsets of 3 events.
Ranking 6 - are a set of pairs of two events, which, together with the ranking 2
items form a group of cutsets of 4 events.
Ranking 7 - are a set of events which, participate to form a group of cutsets of 5
elements.
The other field of interest is the "Category" which tries to describe the nature of the fault
that makes up that event. The categories include:
Outside System - which includes events over which the system has no control
(outside the architectural boundaries that have currently been drawn).
Human - includes errors in the basic design of the system or procedural errors in
operating it. It does not include software design or implementation errors, which are
covered next.
Software - are essentially design errors in the software that have not been found
by the rigorous software certification process. Due to software complexity, it is virtually
impossible to test all possible software paths of execution so we must accept the
possibility that undiscovered software design errors exist.
Mechanical - these are the traditional hardware failures such as broken wires,
damaged chips, etc., which can cause a system malfunction.
4.5 System Safety Assessment
Based on the fault tree analysis, several key basic events will be discussed including
system protections designed to minimize the probability of occurrence or reduce the
consequences of failure. This section ignores events beyond the control of the structural
usage system. They will be addressed in order of their appearance in the ranking.
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Ranking 1 items (Material Weakness, Part Overloaded) involve the design, fabrication
and use of the physical aircraft parts in terms of the total aircraft flight envelope.
Structural usage only applies to use of the aircraft that is within its legal flight envelope
as defined in the flight manual. There is another HUMS function called "exceedance
monitoring" which detects and records excursions outside the legal flight envelope as
well as specific mechanical systems that make up the aircraft.
Ranking 2 items (Undiscovered System or Procedural Error, Periodic System Audits
Fail to Detect Errors) require an oversight function designed to find system or procedural
errors that made it through the certification process undetected or creep in after
deployment. These might include items such as regime definitions that miss some
maneuvers as they are performed in the field. If missed, insufficient damage may be
accumulated over the long term. These missing regimes might be detected by looking at a
fleet's usage and noticing that it is significantly different than expected for some other
portion of the fleet. This type of audit is a stated function in the FHA and will require
Sikorsky engineering to accumulate fleet usage and damage data and periodically review
and report appropriate statistical measures and crosschecks. Figure 26 summarizes this
and other means of safeguarding system performance.
Sikorsky Oversight
CERTIFIED NON-CERTIFIED
Pilot Verification
AIRBORNE I GROUND
Component
Usage I Grundstation Log Cards
Monitoring T
Sikorsky
Database
Flight Regime Component
History Recognition 
- Life
Data Calculations
2-3X life Extension Limit
Figure 26 - Summary of Usage System Safeguards
There are some other points that are made by Figure 26, which include:
- Component usage monitoring will run in parallel with structural usage and will be
used in various crosschecks. This function may be pilot verified as it involves simple
measures such as flight time and takeoffs/landings which the pilot may be expected to
remember or note.
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- A two to three times limit is expected to be placed on life extensions to prevent the
possibility of a runaway calculation error. The exact number may be determined on a
part by part basis and may eventually be relaxed after sufficient experience is gained
with system operation.
- The process of posting incremental damage to specific serial number parts is
considered outside the scope of the certified system and is typically performed by
manual or automated maintenance management systems. The FAA approves such
systems as part of operational rules governing maintenance policy.
Ranking 3 items (the Cyclic Redundancy Check) are based on well-known and used
algorithms that are present in most communications systems. It still must be carefully
implemented and tested as it is used extensively for data integrity checks before and after
data transfers.
Ranking 4 item (the Data Quality Check) validates sensor data output. This is actually a
series of checks that include looking at measures such as over or under scale, rates of
change, inactivity, statistical noise, etc. As there are many sensors that contribute to
regime recognition, this is an especially critical function that will be relied upon for
system integrity. The system specification requires a high level of reliability here and
special attention must be paid to thorough development testing.
Ranking 5 items include software and data tables used in the regime recognition, damage
tracking and maintenance of aircraft configuration processes. The software will be
developed to DO1 78B level B (Reference 18) which requires extensive design and
implementation verification. The data tables will be validated mostly through flight-
testing and review of service experience and once stable, should not cause any further
trouble. They are, however, subject to the risk of missing new maneuvers that a
particular operation or mission may require that was not covered during early flight
testing. These could show up as unrecognized and will be referred to Sikorsky through
the audit process if they exceed some minor percentage level. All unrecognized regimes
will incur worst case usage until they are resolved. Maintenance of aircraft configuration
is almost entirely a procedural issue that will be carefully addressed in system
maintenance instructions and possibly through the audit log.
Ranking 6 items include hardware errors such as broken wires, sensor failures, data
transfer errors and procedural errors like configuration maintenance. The main defense is
the data quality checks described above and good procedures that ensure sensor hardware
is well maintained. There has already been a serious accident in Europe where a sensor
was left un-repaired and hence missed a serious mechanical fault (part of the vibration
monitoring function). As a result, the CAA (United Kingdom equivalent of FAA) is
mandating strict oversight of HUMS maintenance policy and may ground an aircraft that
has one or more inoperative sensors.
Ranking 7 items include databus errors, a regime definition design error, development
testing error and failure of software consistency tests. The databus errors should be
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detected by databus monitoring functions. The periodic Sikorsky auditing function
mentioned above must pick up the design and test errors. The software consistency
checks are part of configuration table design aids. These will require careful tool design
and testing.
4.6 Monte Carlo Simulation to Establish Structural Reliability
One of the main measures of risk as applied to structural usage is what effect it might
have on overall structural reliability. Sikorsky has studied this in some detail on a
number of Army UH-60A parts (References 2-4). This section will overview the
methodology and highlight significant findings. Essentially, a model was built of the
factors that determine structural reliability and these factors were strategically varied in
numerous simulations of life of individual parts. The distribution of life outcomes (how
long did they last in simulation) defines the probability of failure over that selected
assumed part lifetime. Changing the mix of variations allows exploration of the relative
contribution of each factor to overall reliability.
The first of the three papers established the basic process for several UH-60A parts and
concluded that the existing safe-life process comes very close to the Army's expectation
of six-nines reliability (0.999999). The second paper enhanced the model's realism in
several key areas and reapplied the enhanced model to the previous batch of parts as well
as some new ones (a total of 13 cases). The third paper extended the methodology to fail-
safe components where some flaw tolerance is assumed and showed opportunity for
potential cost savings from the benefits of redundant structure.
Some key findings from these simulations are summarized below:
1. The reliability is a very steep function of the hours in service as shown in Figure 27
(which is adapted from data in Table 3 of Reference 3). This shows the hours in
service for a group of parts versus various reliability levels. For example, the MR
Shaft Extender could be left in service for nearly 1 million hours if you are willing to
accept a 1% chance of failure. To get to a 1 in one million chance of failure, you
need to reduce the in-service time to 26000 hours, (which is still fairly long in
helicopter flight time).
2. The relative contribution of part strength variations, applied load variations and part
usage variations is 3 nines, 2 nines and 1 nine, respectively. This was derived by
removing the simulated variation of each component's strength, load and usage one at
a time and observing the effect on overall reliability. One inference that could be
drawn is that the probable effect of errors in usage measurement (within the defined
distribution) could affect reliability by about a factor of 10 at most. It has been
proposed to recapture this reliability by temporarily increasing conservatism in
structural usage calculations through reducing working load curves from 3 sigma to
3.7 sigma. This reduction could later be alleviated when real usage data allow
measurement of real usage variation.
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3. Use of fail-safe design, which includes certain structural redundancies, could result in
significant cost savings over safe-life design that ignores such redundancy. For
example, Reference 4 reported calculated reliability for the spindle/tierod
combination pictured in Figure 28. It was found that for the same reliability, the CRT
could be extended from 2500 hours to 20,000 hours. (Note that the spindle of the S-
76C+ provides the largest share of cost savings in this study)
In general, Monte Carlo simulation provides a valuable tool for understanding the
implications of methods like structural usage and ways to deploy them without adding
risk. There are some recommended uses of this tool to the cost analysis presented herein
in the last section.
UH-60A Main Rotor Reliability
300,000 9 OK
0 250,000
200,000 IIMR Shaft Extender
150,000 E3MR Hub0 DMR Shaft w/o chafing
100,000 N MR Shaft w/ chafing
1 50,000-
0
0.990000 0.999000 0.999900 0.999990 0.999999
Reliability
Figure 27 - Variation of Safe-life with Reliability
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Figure 28 - UH-60A Spindle/Tierod Assembly
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Chapter 5 - Conclusions
This thesis shows that implementing structural usage monitoring can be cost effective for
Sikorsky's customers and if properly designed and implemented in accordance with FAA
guidelines and requirements, should pose no additional safety risk to their passengers.
The cost benefit issues are summarized in section 5.1 and risk issues are discussed in
section 5.2.
5.1 Cost Benefit Results
As presented in Chapter 3, the savings potential to an S-76C+ operator is significant. On
a flight hour basis, the results of the model range between $17.73 and $24.99 with an
average value of $21.63. In investment terms, the discounted lifetime benefit ranged
from $53K to $430K in current year dollars. While these potential savings are
significant, there are several factors that could limit the net savings that the helicopter
operator actually experiences. These could include the proposed 2-3X part life extension
limit, the reduction in working curve to regain potentially lost reliability and costs of
maintaining the system after fielding.
This lifetime savings could be curtailed by a 2-3X limit on part life extension. As
explained in sections 4.3 and 4.6, a cap on life changes may be imposed to account for
possible undiscovered system problems. In the cost benefit analyses, several scenarios
resulted in extensions slightly above that range (but none greater than 4X). Such a limit
would thus affect the maximum numbers quoted above.
Application of a change from 3 sigma to 3.7 sigma working curve could have a
significant effect on savings. The proper application of such a concept and its duration is
currently being examined in the US Navy COSSI HUMS program (Reference 25). It
may be mitigated after the database is complete enough to document real usage
variability. Estimating the effect of a working curve reduction at this time is difficult in
that flight loads data for each part must be examined and damage mappings reworked
(this is suggested in Chapter 6).
Note that the analysis does not include any estimates of system acquisition cost. Previous
HUMS systems have ranged between $200K to $300K for a complete installed system
which covers a number of functions beyond structural usage. It is difficult to separate the
cost of the structural usage function from the total cost of a HUMS system. Installation
costs will also vary considerably between aircraft that have most parameters available
over data busses and those where sensors must be directly interfaced. Operational and
maintenance costs for the structural usage function are not included. They would include
such items as a service contract to the HUMS supplier (typically 10% of
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hardware/software cost), a fee to Sikorsky for ongoing support with required FAA
oversight and life extension applications, and operator costs to collect and archive the
data.
One could conclude that whether or not this function paid for itself would depend on each
operator's situation and would need to be examined on a case by case basis at the time the
system is proposed to the operator as part of an aircraft purchase. Chapter 6 outlines
several model extensions that would support such a use.
5.2 Risk Assessment Results
There are two types of risks that have been addressed. The first is at an overall fleet level
and the second is for an individual aircraft.
Reliability is a good measure to use for fleet wide risk. Largely based upon the Monte
Carlo simulation work reported in References 2 through 4, the worst-case loss of part
reliability due to incorrect measurement of usage is one-9 or a 10 times reduction in
reliability due to usage variability (from Table 2 of Reference 3). This assumes that a 2-
3X limit in part life extension is in place to preclude a runaway process that could result
in a much higher reduction in reliability. More recent simulations by Sikorsky on several
Navy parts (unpublished) indicated that a reduction in working curve from the 3 to 3.7
sigma improves reliability by about one-9. Thus the combined effect of usage monitoring
based life extensions limited to 2-3X and reducing the working curve used in damage
calculations should result in no net change in simulated fleet reliability.
To address the risk to an individual aircraft, procedures and safeguards need to be added
to reduce the chance of individual system errors that could result in consistent under-
counting of damage. To examine this risk in some detail, a fault tree was constructed and
qualitatively analyzed to look for areas of concern regarding the system design and
implementation. Section 4.6 reviewed these risks and presented several methods to
minimize their potential impact. Two of the most significant concerns and their possible
mitigation are:
1. The possibility of latent errors in the regime recognition process software or a
mismatch between the regime definitions and how aircraft are flown in the field.
An example of this would be an individual regime that is more heavily used in some
locale and is not being correctly recognized. There is also the possibility of operator
procedural errors or sloppiness.
To mitigate these risks Sikorsky plans to sample and collect a database of field usage and
part damage that will be statistically examined at regularly prescribed intervals with
results reported to the FAA. This enforces discipline at the operator's site to insure data is
not lost (they won't get life reductions without the data). It also forces Sikorsky to
monitor system performance including a fleet wide view. There are also possible side
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benefits to monitoring usage. Knowing that they are being watched by the system, pilots
may tend to change their behavior toward more benign usage. Knowledge of the
relationship between flight techniques and cost enables operators to direct flying
technique changes to minimize damage and hence save money.
2. Many sensors feed into the recognition process and failures of one or more could
skew the recognition process into false conclusions. To safeguard against this there
must be system design emphasis on built-in test processing and data quality checks.
In summary, the safeguards and damage calculation changes should minimize any
additional risk and allow for a safe and controlled replacement of conservative assumed
spectra with measured spectra.
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Chapter 6 - Recommendations for Future Work
6.1 Cost Benefit Model Extensions
Several changes could be made to the cost benefit model as well as additional
applications of it to other parts or aircraft models.
1. Since the working curve reduction and the limits on life extension can have a
significant effect upon part cost savings, some effort should be made to tailor these
factors specifically to the S-76 parts used for this study. This could be accomplished by
extending the Monte Carlo simulation (Reference 4) to these S-76 parts and tailoring the
spreadsheet model based on those results.
2. The Excel model prepared for this study uses a number of formulas that must be hand
adjusted as changes occur. This is especially true in the area where life-cycle costs are
calculated. One possible enhancement would be to develop spreadsheet programs
(macros) that automate the development of lifetime cost benefits scenarios. It could have
a user interface that accepts changes to assumptions and produces summary graphs and
tables. This would allow efficient extensions to additional parts and customizing saving
projections for specific customer proposals. Typical inputs should include:
- changes to assumed current usage spectrum,
- selection of accrual method for savings,
- entry of the annual usage of aircraft (hours per year),
- entry of discount rate,
- entry of replacement part cost and price escalation rate.
3. The calculations completed in this study were for the S-76 C+ model and assumed
installation on a new aircraft. Application coverage could be extended to parts from older
models to support retrofit business. Some parts used on older models have lower CRT's
which may accrue savings quicker and show significant payback.
4. There are a number of HUMS cost benefit models that have recently been developed.
This model could be interfaced to the more complete models to handle life cycle and
logistical savings. Examples of these other models include the Rotorcraft Integrated
Technology Association RITA Cost Benefit Analysis Model (Reference 21), and the
Draper Labs COSSI study (Reference 22).
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5. This model was focused on commercial helicopter parts. The model could be applied
to selected U.S. Navy and Army parts that show high potential savings. Candidates
include parts being analyzed by worst-case composite spectrum from other more heavily
utilized aircraft. This happens because the military supply system is not currently able to
separately track the same parts that are used on different aircraft models.
6.2 Risk Analysis Extensions
1. The current analysis was limited to the system requirements level. This was due to the
requirement to publish the thesis in the public domain and hence lower levels of detail
were inaccessible because they are proprietary to the HUMS supplier. Adding details
from the real HUMS architecture could enhance the fault tree model. Detailed design
effort could then be better focused if detailed architectural models were used. The model
could also be extended to include all sensors and system interfaces instead of the typical
examples used in this study.
2. The fault tree analysis used in this study was qualitative. This was partly due to the
inability to assign probabilities to software risk as well as the limitation to stay away
from architectural details. The fault tree model could be loaded with real event
probabilities based on specific reliability history (where they are available) or modeled
MTBF calculations based on Military handbooks. The resulting top-level reliability or
probability of failure could be compared to that expected by the FAA for a level B system
and reliability budgets could be developed for components that had not yet been finalized
(especially sensors). This would allow development of a program risk mitigation plan
that focuses implementation and testing on areas were they could be most cost-effective.
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Appendix I - Cost Benefit Spreadsheet Model
Al.1 Summary of calculations
This section explains in words how each of the fields in the cost spreadsheet are
calculated.
Usage Retirement Time -- mathematical inverse of total damage multiplied by 100 (where
damage is expressed as a fraction of the part life used per 100 hours).
Baseline Retirement Time -- user entered existing retirement time from maintenance
manuals.
Improvement Percent -- maximum number of ships-sets saved by extension as ratio of
new to old retirement time.
Useful Life of Aircraft -- user entered maximum economical aircraft life (assumed to be
35 years based upon Sikorsky S-61).
Annual Usage -- user entered average flight hours per year.
Part Cost -- user entered cost of each part.
Units per Ship-set -- user entered multiple of parts per aircraft.
Interest Rate -- user entered assumed discount rate for savings period.
Maximum Savings -- savings in hours if entire part life can be used. Difference between
new and old retirement time.
Limited Savings -- savings limited to aircraft life (if part extension exceeds useful life of
aircraft).
Ship-set Cost -- part cost multiplied by units per ship-set.
Total Savings -- value of ship-sets saved (as limited by aircraft life). Ship-set cost
multiplied by ratio of limited savings to baseline.
Costs per Flight Hour -- "Baseline" is ships set cost divided by a baseline retirement time.
"New" is ships-set cost divided by the sum of baseline and saved hours. "Savings" is
difference between baseline and new.
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Projected Original Replacement Year -- year at which accrued flight hours exceed
baseline retirement time.
Projected Usage Retirement Year -- year at which flight hours exceed limited usage
retirement time.
Projected Annual Savings -- spreading total savings over a number of extended years.
Note: if loss, the formula needs modification.
Discounted Total Savings -- net present value of projected cash flows (annual savings
spread over extended years) discounted using user entered interest rate. Note that an
adjusting entry is placed in last year to complete the cash flows to match total savings.
Checksum Raw Savings -- non-discounted total of cash flows entered. Note that the cash
flows below need to be adjusted manually if user entered values change. They should
correspond to spread years (original and usage replacements), annual savings should
adjust automatically.
A1.2 Excell Workbooks
The following Excel workbooks were prepared. Printed versions of all relevant
tabs of the workbooks are attached including the Summary tabs which back up
the graphs in Figures 10 through 14. Each printout is titled with the worksheet
and tab that it comes from. The worksheets are titled as follows:
Regimes.xis - is the starting case with utilization at 400 hours per year.
Regimel k.xIs - is the same with utilization increased to 1000 hours per year.
Regime3k.xls - allows all 35 years of life to be used.
Regime5k.xls - changes the discount rate to 5%.
Within the "regimes.xls" workbook, the tabs are as follows:
The "Baseline" tab - includes Sikorsky's mapping between flight regimes and part
damage. The flight regimes are divided into two groups, "Steady State" and "Transient".
The steady state regimes accumulate damage by percent time. The transient regimes
accumulate damage by the frequency per 100 hours. For a given part the assumed
damage is totaled in the "Check Totals" row. The inverse is then taken to come up with
the retirement time. The adjusted retirement time is derived by engineering judgment.
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The "Renna " tab - represents the first usage scenario, which was derived from a trip
memo written by an engineer named Renna covering a visit to one of our customers to
discuss aircraft usage. (Reference 13).
The "Puma" tab -- represents the Puma scenario in a similar manner. The Puma scenario
was derived from a report regarding usage of the Eurocopter Puma aircraft deployed in
the North Sea. (Reference 6).
The "PHI" tab -- scenario was derived from a government funded study using a Bell
helicopter owned by a Petroleum Helicopters Inc. (PHI) (Reference 12).
The following table summarizes the cost cases represented by the other spreadsheets.
Note the "xxxx" covers all three scenarios for each case. The summary tabs add up all
the supporting spreadsheets and calculate the average case.
Savings Rladon Aveage
Accrl ag toAircraft Itest Tol Rerence
Method RlMW Life Rae Savings Figue Spreadalet DetalI Tabs Sumary Tab
Reaoed 400 Sngle 8% $53K 10 regnes.xis >ooo(s) Sunmy
Lifetine 400 Sngle 8% $100K 11 regnmes.ds ooo(2s) amry (2)
Lifeinre 1000 Sngle 8% $187K 12 regine1kxs Xoo(2s) Sumstry (2)
Ufetine 1000 lMAiple 8% $247K 13 regine3kxs ooo(2s) Summy (2)
Lifetire 1000 vAtiple 5% $347K 14 regimeWkxs xoo(2s) &mary (2)
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File: Regimes.xis Tab: baseline
Regime
Ref Steady State
1 Hover IGE
2 Left Side Flight
3 Left Side Flight
4 Right Side Flight
5 Right Side Flight
6 Rearward Flight
7 Rearward Flight
8 Forward Flight
9 Forward Flight
10 Forward Flight
11 Forward Flight
12 Forward Flight
13 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
14 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
15 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
16 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
17 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
18 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
19 Moderate Turns
20 Moderate Turns
21 Moderate Turns
22 Moderate Turns
23 Severe Turns
24 Severe Turns
25 Severe Turns
26 Severe Turns
27 Climb
28 Climb
29 Climb
30 Power on Descent
31 Power on Descent
32 Power on Descent
33 Power on Descent
34 Power on Descent
35 Power on Descent
36 Power on Descent
37 Power on Descent
38 Autorotative Descent
39 Autorotative Descent
40 Autorotative Descent
41 Autorotative Descent
Transient
42 Takeoff and Climb
43 Rudder Reversals
44 Rudder Reversals
45 Rudder Reversals
46 Lateral Reversals
47 Lateral Reversals
48 Lateral Reversals
49 Longitudinal Reversals
50 Longitudinal Reversals
51 Longitudinal Reversals
52 Symmetrical Pullouts
53 Symmetrical Pullouts
54 Symmetrical Pushovers
55 Symmetrical Pushovers
56 Hover Turns
57 Hover Turns
58 Hover Turns
59 Hover Turns
60 Entry to/Recover from
61 Entry to/Recover from
62 Entry to/Recover from
63 Entry tg/Recover from
64 Entry to/Recover from
65 Entry to/Recover from
66 Entry to/Recover from
67 Entry to/Recover from
68 Entry to/Recover from
69 Approach to Hover
70 Approach and Run-On Landing
71 Approach and Run-On Landing
72 Rotor Engagement
73 Rotor Shutdown
74 Taxi and Taxi Turns
75 Ground-Air-Ground Cycle
76 Ground-Air-Ground Cycle
77 Total GAG
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
Up to 1OKt Wind
10-25 Kts
25-35 Kts
10-25 Kts
25-35 Kts
10-25 Kts
25-35 Kts
.5 VNE
.8 VNE
.9 VNE
1.0 VNE
96% Nr @OE1 VNE
5deg L @ .8 VNE
5deg R @ .8 VNE
5deg L @ 1.0 VNE
5deg R @ 1.0 VNE
1Odeg L @ .8 VNE
10deg R @ .8 VNE
Left 30deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Right 30deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Left 30deg AOB OEI @ .8 VNE
Right 30deg AOB OEl @ .8 VNE
Left 30deg AOB @ 1.0 VNE
Right 30deg AOB @ 1.0 VNE
Left 45deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Right 45deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Steady (BROC)
Left 30deg
Right 30deg
.5 VNE
.8 VNE
.9 VNE
1.0 VNE
1.1 VNE
96% Nr @OE1 VNE
Left 30deg
Right 30deg
.5 Auto VNE
.8 Auto VNE
Left 30deg
Right 30deg
Hover
.8 VNE
1.0 VNE
Hover
.8 VNE
1.0 VNE
Hover
.8 VNE
1.0 VNE
@ VNE
Up to 0.8 VNE
@ VNE
Up to 0.8 VNE
Moderate Left
Moderate Right
Severe Left
Severe Right
Autorotation
Right Side Flight
Left Side Flight
Rearward Flight
Partial Power Descent
Moderate Left Turn
Moderate Right Turn
Severe Left Turn
Severe Right Turn
@ 40 kts
@ 20 kts
Per Flight
Per Shutdown
Extreme Manuevers
Forward Flight > 10 deg SS @ .8 VNE
Forward Flight > 5 deg SS @ .8 VNE
Severe Turns 45 deg AOB @ VNE Left
Severe Turns 45 deg AOB @ VNE Right
Auto Descent @ Auto VNE
Auto Descent @ Auto VNE @ Sideslip
Auto Turns 45 deg AOB @ Auto VNE
Power Descent Turns 45 deg AOB @ Auto VNE
Climbing Turns 45 deg AOB
Climb with Sideslip
Collective Reversals up to VNE
Control Reversals in Auto up to Auto VNE
Control Reversals in PPD up to VNE
Control Reversals at 96% Nr up to OEI VNE
155 Kt Engine Cut - 85% Nr
Category A Engine Cut on Take-Off
Category B Land Back
76102-08500-045 76351-09630-041 76358-05124-042 76102-05001-047 &
76358-05118-047
Main Rotor Spindle Main Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Retention Plate & Flange
% Time per100hrs Ref1 Ref 2 Ref 5 Ref 3 & 4
3.6
0.2
0.05
0.2
0.05
0.2
0.05
7.4
20
30
15
1
0.45
0.45
0.2
0.2
0.15
0.15
1.45
1.45
0.05
0.05
0.45
0.45
0.16
0.16
3.6
0.2
0.2
1
0.6
0.5
0.1
0.02
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.15
0.32
0.05
0.05
%Time
2.5
0.13
0.1
0.01
0.1
0.06
0.01
0.1
0.06
0.01
0.03
0.28
0.03
0.28
0.67
0.67
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.16
0.22
0.22
0.06
0.06
1.53
per 100 hrs
450
160
120
10
120
75
10
120
75
10
7
100
7
100
240
240
20
20
30
100
100
80
400
400
400
100
100
380
0.09 15
0.44 105
200
200
1.00 800
250
200
450
0.008
0.006
0.02
0.02
0.013
0.00008
0.0033
0.0013
0.016
0.057
1
1
2
1
3
2
2
0.0015
0.0182
0.0124
0.00051
0.00002
0.0002
0.00004
0.0001
0.0004
0.0003
0.0007
0.0004
0.0003
0.0204 0.0002
0.0124
0.0005
0.00002
0.0002
0.0001
0.0004
0.0003
0.0007
0.0004
0.0003
0.0001
0.0001
Check totals 100.1447 0.0198
Retirement Time
Adjusted Retirement Time
5051
5000
0.0204 0.01557
4902
4900
6423
7000
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0.01542
6485
7000
File: Regimes.xls Tab: Renna
76102-08500-045
Regime
Steady State
Hover IGE
Left Side Flight
Left Side Flight
Right Side Flight
Right Side Flight
Rearward Flight
Rearward Flight
Forward Flight
Forward Flight
Forward Flight
Forward Flight
Forward Flight
Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
Moderate Turns
Moderate Turns
Moderate Turns
Moderate Turns
Severe Turns
Severe Turns
Severe Turns
Severe Turns
Climb
Climb
Climb
Power on Descent
Power on Descent
Power on Descent
Power on Descent
Power on Descent
Power on Descent
Power on Descent
Power on Descent
Autorotative Descent
Autorotative Descent
Autorotative Descent
Autorotative Descent
Transient
Takeoff and Climb
Rudder Reversals
Rudder Reversals
Rudder Reversals
Lateral Reversals
Lateral Reversals
Lateral Reversals
Longitudinal Reversals
Longitudinal Reversals
Longitudinal Reversals
Symmetrical Pullouts
Symmetrical Pullouts
Symmetrical Pushovers
Symmetrical Pushovers
Hover Turns
Hover Turns
Hover Turns
Hover Turns
Entry to/Recover from
Entry to/Recover from
Entry to/Recover from
Entry to/Recover from
Entry to/Recover from
Entry to/Recover from
Entry to/Recover from
Entry to/Recover.from
Entry to/Recover from
Approach to Hover
Approach and Run-On Landing
Approach and Run-On Landing
Rotor Engagement
Rotor Shutdown
Taxi and Taxi Turns
Ground-Air-Ground Cycle
Ground-Air-Ground Cycle
Total GAG
Up to 1OKt Wind
10-25 Kts
25-35 Kts
10-25 Kts
25-35 Kts
10-25 Kts
25-35 Kts
.5 VNE
.8 VNE
.9 VNE
1.0 VNE
96% Nr @OE1 VNE
5deg L @ .8 VNE
5deg R @ .8 VNE
5deg L @ 1.0 VNE
5deg R @ 1.0 VNE
1Odeg L @ .8 VNE
1Odeg R @ .8 VNE
Left 30deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Right 30deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Left 30deg AOB OEI @ .8 VNE
Right 30deg AOB OEl @ .8 VNE
Left 30deg AOB @ 1.0 VNE
Right 30deg AOB @ 1.0 VNE
Left 45deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Right 45deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Steady (BROC)
Left 30deg
Right 30deg
.5 VNE
.8 VNE
.9 VNE
1.0 VNE
1.1 VNE
96% Nr @OE1 VNE
Left 30deg
Right 30deg
.5 Auto VNE
.8 Auto VNE
Left 30deg
Right 30deg
Hover
.8 VNE
1.0 VNE
Hover
.8 VNE
1.0 VNE
Hover
.8 VNE
1.0 VNE
@ VNE
Up to 0.8 VNE
@ VNE
Up to 0.8 VNE
Moderate Left
Moderate Right
Severe Left
Severe Right
Autorotation
Right Side Flight
Left Side Flight
Rearward Flight
Partial Power Descent
Moderate Left Turn
Moderate Right Turn
Severe Left Turn
Severe Right Turn
@ 40 kts
@ 20 kts
Main Rotor Spindle
% Time per 100 hrs Ref 1
3.6
0.2
0.05
0.2
0.05
0.2
0.05
7.4
20
30
15
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.45
1.45
0.05
0.05
0.45
0.45
0.008
0.008
3.6
0.2
0.2
1
0.6
0.5
0.1
0.02
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.15
0.32
0.05
0.05
% Time
2.5
0.13
0.1
0.01
0.1
0.06
0.01
0.1
0.06
0.01
0.03
0.28
0.03
0.28
0.67
0.67
0.03
0.03
0.003
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.16
0.22
0.22
0.06
0.06
1.53
0.09
0.44
1
0.008
0.006
0.02
0.02
0.013
0.00008
0.0033
0.0013
0.016
0.057
Per Flight
Per Shutdown
Extreme Manuevers
Forward Flight > 10 deg SS @ .8 VNE
Forward Flight > 5 deg SS @ .8 VNE
Severe Turns 45 deg AOB @ VNE Left
Severe Turns 45 deg AOB @ VNE Right
Auto Descent @ Auto VNE
Auto Descent @ Auto VNE @ Sideslip
Auto Turns 45 deg AOB @ Auto VNE
Power Descent Turns 45 deg AOB @ Auto VNE
Climbing Turns 45 deg AOB
Climb with Sideslip
Collective Reversals up to VNE
Control Reversals in Auto up to Auto VNE
Control Reversals in PPD up to VNE
Control Reversals at 96% Nr up to OEl VNE
155 Kt Engine Cut - 85% Nr
Category A Engine Cut on Take-Off
Category B Land Back
per 100 hrs
450
69
52
4
52
32
4
52
32
4
7
100
7
100
240
240
20
20
3
100
100
80
400
50
50
5
5
380
15
105
200
200
800
89
71
160
76351-09630-041 76358-05124-042 76102-05001-047 &
76358-05118-047
Main Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Retention Plate
Ref 2 Ref 5 Ref 3 & 4
0.0124
0.00051
0.00002
0.00008
0.000016
0.00004
0.00040.0015
0.0003
0.0000875
0.00002
0.000015
0.00647 0.00725 7.11111E-05
0.0124
0.0005
0.00002
0.00008
0.00004
0.0004
0.0003
0.0000875
0.00002
0.000015
3.55556E-05
0.00010
2
3
2
2
Check totals 98.21368
Usage Retirement Time
Baseline Retirement Time
0.008071111 0.007253333 0.013959611
12390
5000
13787
4900
7164
7000
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0.013898056
7195
7000
File: Regimes.xls Tab: Puma
76102-08500-045 76351-09630-041 76358-05124-042
Regime
Ref Steady State
1 Hover IGE
2 Left Side Flight
3 Left Side Flight
4 Right Side Flight
5 Right Side Flight
6 Rearward Flight
7 Rearward Flight
8 Forward Flight
9 Forward Flight
10 Forward Flight
11 Forward Flight
12 Forward Flight
13 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
14 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
15 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
16 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
17 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
18 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
19 Moderate Turns
20 Moderate Turns
21 Moderate Turns
22 Moderate Turns
23 Severe Turns
24 Severe Turns
25 Severe Turns
26 Severe Turns
27 Climb
28 Climb
29 Climb
30 Power on Descent
31 Power on Descent
32 Power on Descent
33 Power on Descent
34 Power on Descent
35 Power on Descent
36 Power on Descent
37 Power on Descent
38 Autorotative Descent
39 Autorotative Descent
40 Autorotative Descent
41 Autorotative Descent
Transient
42 Takeoff and Climb
43 Rudder Reversals
44 Rudder Reversals
45 Rudder Reversals
46 Lateral Reversals
47 Lateral Reversals
48 Lateral Reversals
49 Longitudinal Reversals
50 Longitudinal Reversals
51 Longitudinal Reversals
52 Symmetrical Pullouts
53 Symmetrical Pullouts
54 Symmetrical Pushovers
55 Symmetrical Pushovers
56 Hover Turns
57 Hover Turns
58 Hover Turns
59 Hover Turns
60 Entry to/Recover from
61 Entry to/Recover from
62 Entry to/Recover from
63 Entry to/Recover from
64 Entry to/Recover from
65 Entry to/Recover from
66 Entry to/Recover from
67 Entry to/Recover from
68 Entry to/Recover from
69 Approach to Hover
70 Approach and Run-On Landing
71 Approach and Run-On Landing
72 Rotor Engagement
73 Rotor Shutdown
74 Taxi and Taxi Turns
75 Ground-Air-Ground Cycle
76 Ground-Air-Ground Cycle
77 Total GAG
Up to 1OKt Wind
10-25 Kts
25-35 Kts
10-25 Kts
25-35 Kts
10-25 Kts
25-35 Kts
.5 VNE
.8 VNE
.9 VNE
1.0 VNE
96% Nr @OE1 VNE
5deg L @ .8 VNE
5deg R @ .8 VNE
5deg L @ 1.0 VNE
5deg R @ 1.0 VNE
1Odeg L @ .8 VNE
10deg R @ .8 VNE
Left 30deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Right 30deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Left 30deg AOB OEI @ .8 VNE
Right 30deg AOB OEl @ .8 VNE
Left 30deg AOB @ 1.0 VNE
Right 30deg AOB @ 1.0 VNE
Left 45deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Right 45deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Steady (BROC)
Left 30deg
Right 30deg
.5 VNE
.8 VNE
.9 VNE
1.0 VNE
1.1 VNE
96% Nr @OE1 VNE
Left 30deg
Right 30deg
.5 Auto VNE
.8 Auto VNE
Left 30deg
Right 30deg
Hover
.8 VNE
1 .0VNE
Hover
.8 VNE
1.0 VNE
Hover
.8 VNE
1.0 VNE
@ VNE
Up to 0.8 VNE
@ VNE
Up to 0.8 VNE
Moderate Left
Moderate Right
Severe Left
Severe Right
Autorotation
Right Side Flight
Left Side Flight
Rearward Flight
Partial Power Descent
Moderate Left Turn
Moderate Right Turn
Severe Left Turn
Severe Right Turn
@ 40 kts
@ 20 kts
Per Flight
Per Shutdown
Extreme Manuevers
78 Forward Flight > 10 deg SS @ .8 VNE
79 Forward Flight > 5 deg SS @ .8 VNE
80 Severe Turns 45 deg AOB @ VNE Left
81 Severe Turns 45 deg AOB @ VNE Right
82 Auto Descent @ Auto VNE
83 Auto Descent @ Auto VNE @ Sideslip
84 Auto Turns 45 deg AOB @ Auto VNE
85 Power Descent Turns 45 deg AOB @ Auto VNE
86 Climbing Turns 45 deg AOB
87 Climb with Sideslip
88 Collective Reversals up to VNE
89 Control Reversals in Auto up to Auto VNE
90 Control Reversals in PPD up to VNE
91 Control Reversals at 96% Nr up to OEl VNE
92 155 Kt Engine Cut - 85% Nr
93 Category A Engine Cut on Take-Off
94 Category B Land Back
% Time
0.64
0.008
0.002
0.632
0.158
0.005
0.005
0.38
0.8
48
5
0.11
0.45
0.45
0.2
0.2
0.15
0.15
0.048
0.048
0.0016
0.0016
0.03
0.022
0.01
0.008
2.7
0.2
0.2
1.71
1.03
0.86
0.17
0.034
0.17
0.34
0.34
0.18
0.39
0.005
0.005
% Time
0.46
0.16
0.41
0.02
0.07
0.45
0.02
0.22
0.01
0.005
0.0005
0.004
0.03
0.28
0.025
0.025
0.03
0.03
0.055
0.253
0.003
0.0014
0.27
0.0073
0.0073
0.004
0.003
0.33
0.09
0.44
3.63
Main Rotor Spindle
per 100 hrs Ref 1
76102-05001-047 &
76358-05118-047
Main Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Retention Plate
Ref 2 Ref 5 Ref 3 & 4
0.0093
0.00051
per 100 hrs
83
192
492
20
20
563
20
264
13
5
1
2
7
100
9
9
20
20
55
316
4
2
684
13
13
7
5
83
15
105
200
200
2900
73
57
130
0.008
0.006
0.02
0.02
0.013
0.00008
0.0033
0.0013
0.016
0.057
0.000214286
3.68889E-06
0.0004
0.00008
0.00005
5.71429E-05
0.0003
0.00002275
0.000028
0.000015
0.00526 0.00589 5.77778E-05
0.0093
0.0005
3.68889E-06
0.0004
0.00005
5.71429E-05
0.0003
0.00002275
0.000028
0.000015
2.88889E-05
0.00010
2
3
2
2
Check totals 73.33138
Usage Retirement Time
Baseline Retirement Time
0.005572063 0.005893333 0.01082436 0.010705471
17947
5000
16968
4900
9238
7000
9341
7000
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File: Regimes.xls Tab: PHI
76102-08500-045
Regime
Ref Steady State
1 Hover IGE
2 Left Side Flight
3 Left Side Flight
4 Right Side Flight
5 Right Side Flight
6 Rearward Flight
7 Rearward Flight
8 Forward Flight
9 Forward Flight
10 Forward Flight
11 Forward Flight
12 Forward Flight
13 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
14 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
15 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
16 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
17 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
18 Forward Flight w/ Sideslip
19 Moderate Turns
20 Moderate Turns
21 Moderate Turns
22 Moderate Turns
23 Severe Turns
24 Severe Turns
25 Severe Turns
26 Severe Turns
27 Climb
28 Climb
29 Climb
30 Power on Descent
31 Power on Descent
32 Power on Descent
33 Power on Descent
34 Power on Descent
35 Power on Descent
36 Power on Descent
37 Power on Descent
38 Autorotative Descent
39 Autorotative Descent
40 Autorotative Descent
41 Autorotative Descent
Transient
42 Takeoff and Climb
43 Rudder Reversals
44 Rudder Reversals
45 Rudder Reversals
46 Lateral Reversals
47 Lateral Reversals
48 Lateral Reversals
49 Longitudinal Reversals
50 Longitudinal Reversals
51 Longitudinal Reversals
52 Symmetrical Pullouts
53 Symmetrical Pullouts
54 Symmetrical Pushovers
55 Symmetrical Pushovers
56 Hover Turns
57 Hover Turns
58 Hover Turns
59 Hover Turns
60 Entry to/Recover from
61 Entry to/Recover from
62 Entry to/Recover from
63 Entry to/Recover from
64 Entry to/Recover from
65 Entry to/Recover from
66 Entry to/Recover from
67 Entry to/Recover from
68 Entry to/Recover from
69 Approach to Hover
70 Approach and Run-On Landing
71 Approach and Run-On Landing
72 Rotor Engagement
73 Rotor Shutdown
74 Taxi and Taxi Turns
75 Ground-Air-Ground Cycle
76 Ground-Air-Ground Cycle
77 Total GAG
Up to 1OKt Wind
10-25 Kts
25-35 Kts
10-25 Kts
25-35 Kts
10-25 Kts
25-35 Kts
.5 VNE
.8 VNE
.9 VNE
1.0 VNE
96% Nr @OE1 VNE
5deg L @ .8 VNE
5deg R @ .8 VNE
5deg L @ 1.0 VNE
5deg R @ 1.0 VNE
1Odeg L @ .8 VNE
10deg R @ .8 VNE
Left 30deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Right 30deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Left 30deg AOB OEl @ .8 VNE
Right 30deg AOB OEI @ .8 VNE
Left 30deg AOB @ 1.0 VNE
Right 30deg AOB @ 1.0 VNE
Left 45deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Right 45deg AOB @ .8 VNE
Steady (BROC)
Left 30deg
Right 30deg
.5 VNE
.8 VNE
.9 VNE
1.0 VNE
1.1 VNE
96% Nr @OE1 VNE
Left 30deg
Right 30deg
.5 Auto VNE
.8 Auto VNE
Left 30deg
Right 30deg
Hover
.8 VNE
1.0 VNE
Hover
.8 VNE
1.0 VNE
Hover
.8 VNE
1.0 VNE
@ VNE
Up to 0.8 VNE
@ VNE
Up to 0.8 VNE
Moderate Left
Moderate Right
Severe Left
Severe Right
Autorotation
Right Side Flight
Left Side Flight
Rearward Flight
Partial Power Descent
Moderate Left Turn
Moderate Right Turn
Severe Left Turn
Severe Right Turn
@ 40 kts
@ 20 kts
Per Flight
Per Shutdown
Extreme Manuevers
78 Forward Flight > 10 deg SS @ .8 VNE
79 Forward Flight > 5 deg SS @ .8 VNE
80 Severe Turns 45 deg AOB @ VNE Left
81 Severe Turns 45 deg AOB @ VNE Right
82 Auto Descent @ Auto VNE
83 Auto Descent @ Auto VNE @ Sideslip
84 Auto Turns 45 deg AOB @ Auto VNE
85 Power Descent Turns 45 deg AOB @ Auto VNE
86 Climbing Turns 45 deg AOB
87 Climb with Sideslip
88 Collective Reversals up to VNE
89 Control Reversals in Auto up to Auto VNE
90 Control Reversals in PPD up to VNE
91 Control Reversals at 96% Nr up to OEl VNE
92 155 Kt Engine Cut - 85% Nr
93 Category A Engine Cut on Take-Off
94 Category B Land Back
% Time
2.7504
0.2
0.0976
0.2
0.0379
0.2
0
2.1893
3.3681
11.1484
65.4612
1
0.45
0.45
0.2
0.2
0.15
0.15
0.4894
1.2422
0.05
0.05
0.3962
0.2726
0.16
0.16
6.3163
0.2
0.2
1.5649
0.9389
0.7824
0.1565
0.0313
0.0407
0.313
0.313
0
0.32
0.0071
0.0128
% Time
0.4218
0.0968
0.1
0
0.0359
0.06
0
0.0331
0.06
0
0.0182
0.0862
0.03
0.28
0.3809
0.433
0.03
0.03
0.0004
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.16
0.22
0.22
0.06
0.06
0.5461
0.09
0.44
1
0.008
0.006
0.02
0.02
0.013
0.00008
0.0033
0.0013
0.016
0.057
Main Rotor Spindle
per 100 hrs Ref 1
76351-09630-041 76358-05124-042 76102-05001-047 &
76358-05118-047
Main Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Retention Plate
Ref 2 Ref 5 Ref 3 & 4
0.021756144
0.00051
per 100 hrs
76
120
120
0
45
75
0
40
75
0
4
30
7
100
140
160
20
20
1
76
195
0
626
135
345
88
61
140
15
105
200
200
800
250
200
178
3.37778E-06
0
0.000857143
0.00720
0
0
0.000228571
0.0003
0.00060375
0.000352
0.000183
0.00807 7.91111 E-05
0.021756144
0.0005
3.37778E-06
0
0
0.000228571
0.0003
0.00060375
0.000352
0.000183
3.95556E-05
0.00010
2
3
2
2
Check totals 107.5373
Usage Retirement Time
Baseline Retirement Time
0.008156254 0.008069333 0.024015955
12261
5000
12393
4900
4164
7000
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0.023966399
4173
7000
File:Regimes.xis Tab:Renna (s)
Usage Retirement Time
Baseline Retirement Time
Improvement (%)
Useful Life of Aircraft (years)
Annual Usage (flight hours)
Part Cost
Unltslshipset
Interest Rate (%)
Max. Savings (Flight Hours)
Umited Savings(Flight Hours) Note 1
Shipset Cost
Total Savings (in Dollars)
Baseline cost per flight hour
New cost per flight hour
Savings per flight hour
Projected original replacement year
Projected usage replacement year
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Yri
Yr2
Yr3
Yr4
Yrs
Yr6
Yr7
Yr8
Yr9
Yr1O
Yri
yr12
yr13
yr14
yr15
yr16
yr17
yr18
yr19
yr2O
yr21
yr22
yr23
yr24
yr25
yr26
yr27
yr28
yr29
yr3O
yr31
yr32
yr33
yr34
yr35
Main Rotor Spindle
12390
5000
148%
35
400
$39,732
4
8
7390
7390
$158,928
$234,891
$31.79
$12.83
$18.96
14
32
$12,714
$44,328
$234,891
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$6,035
Main Rotor Shaft
13787
4900
181%
35
400
$23,402
1
8
8887
8887
$23,402
$42,442
$4.78
$1.70
$3.08
13
35
$1,951
$7,869
$42,442
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,951
$1,464
Tail Rotor Shaft
7164
7000
2%
35
400
$17,063
1
8
164
164
$17,063
$399
$2.44
$2.38
$0.06
19
19
$399
$92
$399
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$399
Tail Rotor Flange/Ret Pit
7195
7000
3%
35
400
$23,964
1
8
195
195
$23,964
$668
$3.42
$3.33
$0.09
19
19
$668
$155
$668
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$668
Note 1 - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
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File:Regimes.xis Tab:Renna (2s)
Main Rotor Spindle Main Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Flange/Ret Pit
Usage Retirement Time 12390 13787 7164 7195
Baseline Retirement Time 5000 4900 7000 7000
Improvement (%) 148% 181% 2% 3%
Useful Life of Aircraft (years) 35 35 36 35
Annual Usage (flight hours) 400 400 400 400
Part Cost $39,732 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Units/shipset 4 1 1 1
Interest Rate (%) 8 8 8 8
Max. Savings (Flight Hours) 7390 8887 164 195
Limited Savings(Flight Hours) Note 1 7390 8887 164 195
Shipset Cost $158,928 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Total Savings (in Dollars) $234,891 $42,442 $399 $668
Baseline cost per flight hour $31.79 $4.78 $2.44 $3.42
New cost per flight hour $12.83 $1.70 $2.38 $3.33
Savings per flight hour $18.96 $3.08 $0.06 $0.09
Projected original replacement year 14 13 19 19
Projected usage replacement year 32 35 19 19
Projected annual savings Note 2 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $35
Discounted total savings (8%) $83,988 $14,133 $202 $338
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars) $234,891 $42,442 $399 $668
Yr1 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $36
Yr2 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $35
Yr3 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $36
Yr4 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $35
Yr6 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $36
Yr6 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $35
Yr7 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $36
Yr8 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $36
Yr9 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $35
Yr1O $7,346 $1,213 $21 $36
Yr11 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $35
yr12 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $36
yr13 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $36
yr14 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $35
yr16 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $36
yr16 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $36
yr17 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $36
yr18 $7,346 $1,213 $21 $36
yr19 $7,346 $1,213 $19 $35
yr2O $7,346 $1,213
yr21 $7,346 $1,213
yr22 $7,346 $1,213
yr23 $7,346 $1,213
yr24 $7,346 $1,213
yr26 $7,346 $1,213
yr26 $7,346 $1,213
yr27 $7,346 $1,213
yr28 $7,346 $1,213
yr29 $7,346 $1,213
yr3O $7,346 $1,213
yr31 $7,346 $1,213
yr32 $7,160 $1,213
yr33 $1,213
yr34 $1,213
yr36 $1,213
Note I - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
Note 2 - Savings are spread over the entire useful life of the part.
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File: Regimes.xis Tab: Puma (s)
Usage Retirement Time
Baseline Retirement Time
Improvement (%)
Useful Life of Aircraft (years)
Annual Usage (flight hours)
Part Cost
Unitslshipset
Interest Rate (%)
Max. Savings (Flight Hours)
Umited Savings(Flight Hours) Note I
Shipset Cost
Total Savings (in Dollars)
Baseline cost per flight hour
New cost per flight hour
Savings per flight hour
Projected original replacement year
Projected usage replacement year
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars)
YrI
Yr2
Yr3
Yr4
Yr5
Yr6
Yr7
Yr8
Yr9
YrIO
Yrii
yr12
yr13
yr14
yrl6S
yri6B
yr17
yr18
yr19
yr2O
yr2l
yr22
yr23
yr24
yr26
yr26
yr27
yr28
yr29
yr3O
yr31
yr32
yr33
yr34
yr36
Main Rotor Spindle
17947
5000
259%
36
400
$39,732
4
8
12947
9000
$158,928
$286,070
$31.79
$11.35
$20.43
14
35
$13,306
$49,457
$286,070
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$13,306
$6,663
Main Rotor Shaft
16968
4900
246%
36
400
$23,402
1
8
12068
9100
$23,402
$43,461
$4.78
$1.67
$3.10
13
35
$1,998
$8,058
$43,461
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,998
$1,499
Tail Rotor Shaft
9238
7000
32%
36
400
$17,063
1
8
2238
2238
$17,063
$5,456
$2.44
$1.85
$0.59
19
24
$975
$1,066
$5,456
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$976
$976
$976
$976
$976
$681
Tail Rotor Flange/Ret Pit
9341
7000
33%
36
400
$23,964
1
8
2341
2341
$23,964
$8,014
$3.42
$2.57
$0.86
19
24
$1,369
$1,552
$8,014
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$1,369
$1,369
$1,369
$1,369
$1,369
$1,167
Note I - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
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File: Regimes.xIs Tab: Puma (2s)
Main Rotor Spindle Main Rotor Shaft tail Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Flange/Ret Pit
Usage Retirement Time 17947 16968 9238 9341
Baseline Retirement Time 5000 4900 7000 7000
Improvement (%) 259% 246% 32% 33%
Useful Life of Aircraft (years) 35 36 35 35
Annual Usage (flight hours) 400 400 400 400
Part Cost $39,732 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Unitslshipset 4 1 1 1
interest Rate (%) 8 8 8 8
Max. Savings (Flight Hours) 12947 12068 2238 2341
Limited Savings(Flight Hours) Note 1 9000 9100 2238 2341
Shipset Cost $158,928 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Total Savings (in Dollars) $286,070 $43,461 $5,456 $8,014
Baseline cost per flight hour $31.79 $4.78 $2.44 $3.42
New cost per flight hour $11.35 $1.67 $1.85 $2.57
Savings per flight hour $20.43 $3.10 $0.59 $0.86
Projected original replacement year 14 13 19 19
Projected usage replacement year 35 35 24 24
Projected annual savings Note 2 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
Discounted total savings (8%) $95,258 $14,472 $2,387 $3,482
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars) $286,070 $43,461 $5,456 $8,014
Yr1 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
Yr2 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
Yr3 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
Yr4 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
YrG $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
Yr6 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
Yr7 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
Yr8 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
Yr9 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
Yr1o $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
Yr11 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yrl2 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yrl3 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yr14 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yr15 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yr16 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yr17 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yr18 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yr19 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yr2O $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yr2l $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yr22 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yr23 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yr24 $8,173 $1,242 $226 $329
yr26 $8,173 $1,242 $22 $116
yr26 $8,173 $1,242
yr27 $8,173 $1,242
yr28 $8,173 $1,242
yr29 $8,173 $1,242
yr3O $8,173 $1,242
yr31 $8,173 $1,242
yr32 $8,173 $1,242
yr33 $8,173 $1,242
yr34 $8,173 $1,242
yr36 $8,173 $1,242
Note 1 - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
Note 2 - Savings are spread over the entire useful life of the part.
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File: Regimes.xis Tab: PHI (s)
Usage Retirement Time
Baseline Retirement Time
Improvement (%)
Useful Life of Aircraft (years)
Annual Usage (flight hours)
Part Cost
Units/shipset
Interest Rate (%)
Max. Savings (Flight Hours)
Limited Savings(Flight Hours) Note 1
Shipset Cost
Total Savings (in Dollars)
Baseline cost per flight hour
New cost per flight hour
Savings per flight hour
Projected original replacement year
Projected usage replacement year
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Yr1
Yr2
Yr3
Yr4
Yr5
Yr6
Yr7
Yr8
Yr9
Yr1O
Yr1 I
yr12
yr13
yr14
yr15
yr16
yr17
yr18
yr19
yr2O
yr21
yr22
yr23
yr24
yr25
yr26
yr27
yr28
yr29
yr3O
yr31
yr32
yr33
yr34
yr35
Main Rotor Spindle
12261
5000
145%
35
400
$39,732
4
8
7261
7261
$158,928
$230,780
$31.79
$12.96
$18.82
14
32
$12,714
$43,977
$230,780
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$1Z714
$1Z714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$12,714
$1,924
Main Rotor Shaft
12393
4900
153%
35
400
$23,402
1
8
7493
7493
$23,402
$35,784
$4.78
$1.89
$2.89
13
32
$1,910
$7,238
$35,784
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,910
$1,397
Tail Rotor Shaft
4164
7000
-41%
35
400
$17,063
I
8
-2836
-2836
$17,063
-$6,913
$2.44
$4.10
($1.66)
19
11
-$975
-$2,373
-$6,913
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-$975
-$975
-$975
-$975
-$975
-$975
-$975
-$88
Tail Rotor Flange/Ret Pit
4173
7000
-40%
35
400
$23,964
1
8
-2827
-2827
$23,964
-$9,680
$3.42
$5.74
($2.32)
19
11
-$1,369
-$3,326
-$9,680
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-$1,369
-$1,369
-$1,369
-$1,369
-$1,369
-$1,369
-$1,369
-$94
Note 1 - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
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File: Regimes.xis Tab: PHI (2s)
Usage Retirement Time
Baseline Retirement Time
Improvement (%)
Useful Life of Aircraft (years)
Annual Usage (flight hours)
Part Cost
Unitalshipset
Interest Rate (%)
Max. Savings (Flight Hours)
Umited Savings(Flight Hours) Note i
Shipset Cost
Total Savings (in Dollars)
Baseline cost per flight hour
New cost per flight hour
Savings per flight hour
Projected original replacement year
Projected usage replacement year
Projected annual savings Note 2
Discounted total savings (8%)
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Yr1
Yr2
Yr3
Yr4
Yr6
Yr6
Yr7
Yr8
Yr9
Yr1O
Yr1ll
yr12
yr13
yr14
yr16S
yri6
yr17
yr18
yr19
yr2O
yr21
yr22
yr23
yr24
yr26
yr26
yr27
yr28
yr29
yr3O
yr3l
yr32
yr33
yr34
yr35
Main Rotor Spindle
12261
5000
145%
36
400
$39,732
4
8
7261
7261
$158,928
$230,780
$31.79
$12.96
$18.82
14
32
$7,291
$83,160
$230,780
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$7,291
$4,749
Main Rotor Shaft
12393
4900
153%
36
400
$23,402
1
8
7493
7493
$23,402
$35,784
$4.78
$1.89
$2.89
13
32
$1,119
$12,793
$35,784
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,119
$1,098
Tail Rotor Shaft
4164
7000
-41%
36
400
$17,063
1
8
-2836
-2836
$17,063
-$6,913
$2.44
$4.10
($1.66)
19
11
-$606
-$4,424
-$6,913
4606
4606
4606
4606
4606
4606
4606
4606
4606
4606
4606
4248
Tail Rotor Flange/Ret Pit
4173
7000
-40%
36
400
$23,964
1
8
-2827
-2827
$23,964
-$9,680
$3.42
$5.74
($2.32)
19
11
-$847
-$6,190
-$9,680
-$847
-$847
-$847
-$847
4847
-$847
-$847
-$847
-$847
-$847
-$847
-$366
Note 1 - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
Note 2 - Savings are spread over the entire useful life of the part.
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File: Regimes.xls Tab: Summary
Savings Acrued When Replaced
(A/C used 400 hrs/yr, 8% discount rate)
Scenario I - Renna
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Scenario 2 - Puma.
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Scenario 3 - PHI
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Average Scenario
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Spindle
$18.96
$12,714
$44,328
$234,891
Spindle
$20.43
$13,306
$49,457
$286,070
Spindle
$18.82
$12,714
$43,977
$230,780
Spindle
$19.40
$12,911.36
$45,920.61
$250,580.70
MR Shaft
$3.08
$1,951
$7,869
$42,442
MR Shaft
$3.10
$1,998
$8,058
$43,461
MR Shaft
$2.89
$1,910
$7,238
$35,784
MR Shaft
$3.02
$1,953.32
$7,721.82
$40,562.45
TR Shaft
$0.06
$399
$92
$399
TR Shaft
$0.59
$975
$1,066
$5,456
TR Shaft
($1.66)
($975)
($2,373)
($6,913)
TR Shaft
($0.34)
$132.87
($405.04)
($352.76)
TR Flanne
$0.09
$668
$155
$668
TR Flanue
$0.86
$1,369
$1,552
$8,014
TR Flanae
($2.32)
($1,369)
($3,326)
($9,680)
TR Flange
($0.46)
$222.81
($539.55)
($332.33)
Total
$22.19
$15,733
$52,444
$278,401
Total
$24.99
$17,648
$60,133
$343,002
Total
$17.73
$12,280
$45,517
$249,971
Total
$21.63
$15,220.35
$52,697.84
$290,458.06
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File: Regimes.xis Tab: Summary (2)
Savings Acrued Over Part Life
(A/C used 400 hrs/yr, 8% discount rate)
Scenario I - Renna
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Scenario 2 - Puma
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Scenario 3 - PHI
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Average Scenario
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Spindle
$18.96
$7,346
$83,988
$234,891
Spindle
$20.43
$8,173
$95,258
$286,070
Spindle
$18.82
$7,291
$83,160
$230,780
Spindle
$19.40
$7,604
$87,468
$250,581
MR Shaft
$3.08
$1,213
$14,133
$42,442
MR Shaft
$3.10
$1,242
$14,472
$43,461
MR Shaft
$2.89
$1,119
$12,793
$35,784
MR Shaft
$3.02
$1,191
$13,799
$40,562
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TR Shaft
$0.06
$21
$202
$399
TR Shaft
$0.59
$226
$2,387
$5,456
TR Shaft
($1.66)
($606)
($4,424)
($6,913)
TR Shaft
($0.34)
($119)
($612)
($353)
TR Flange
$0.09
$35
$338
$668
TR Flange
$0.86
$329
$3,482
$8,014
TR Flanae
($2.32)
($847)
($6,190)
($9,680)
TR Flange
($0.46)
($161)
($790)
($332)
Total
$22.19
$8,615
$98,660
$278,401
Total
$24.99
$9,971
$115,599
$343,002
Total
$17.73
$6,958
$85,338
$249,971
Total
$21.63
$8,514
$99,866
$290,458
File: Regimelk.xis Tab: Renna (2s)
Usage Retirement Time
Baseline Retirement Time
Improvement (%)
Useful Life of Aircraft (years)
Annual Usage (flight hours)
Part Cost
Unitslshipset
Interest Rate (%)
Max. Savings (Flight Hours)
Umited Savings(Flight Hours) Note I
Shipset Cost
Total Savings (in Dollars)
Baseline cost per flight hour
New cost per flight hour
Savings per flight hour
Projected original replacement year
Projected usage replacement year
Projected annual savings Note 2
Discounted total savings (8%)
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Yrl
Yr2
Yr3
Yr4
Yr6
Yr6
Yr7
Yr8
Yr9
Yr1O
Yrll
yr12
yr13
yr14
yr15
yr16
yr17
yr18
yr19
yr2O
yr2l
yr22
yr23
yr24
yr25
yr26
yr27
yr28
yr29
yr3O
yr31
yr32
yr33
yr34
yr35
Main Rotor Spindle
12390
5000
148%
35
1000
$39,732
4
8
7390
7390
$158,928
$234,891
$31.79
$12.83
$18.96
6
13
$17,542
$140,980
$234,891
$17,542
$17,542
$17,542
$17,542
$17,542
$17,542
$17,542
$17,542
$17,542
$17,542
$17,542
$17,542
$17,542
$6,839
Main Rotor Shaft
13787
4900
181%
35
1000
$23,402
1
8
8887
8887
$23,402
$42,442
$4.78
$1.70
$3.08
6
15
$2,870
$24,375
$42,442
$2,870
$2,870
$2,870
$2,870
$2,870
$2,870
$2,870
$2,870
$2,870
$2,870
$2,870
$2,870
$2,870
$2,870
$2,258
Tail Rotor Shaft
7164
7000
2%
35
1000
$17,063
1
8
164
164
$17,063
$399
$2.44
$2.38
$0.06
8
8
$49
$285
$399
$49
$49
$49
$49
$49
$49
$49
$49
$8
Tail Rotor Flange/Ret PIt
7195
7000
3%
35
1000
$23,964
1
8
195
195
$23,964
$668
$3.42
$3.33
$0.09
8
8
$82
$477
$668
$82
$82
$82
$82
$82
$82
$82
$82
$16
Note 1 - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
Note 2 - Savings are spread over the entire useful life of the part.
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File: Regimelk.xls Tab: Puma (2s)
Main Rotor Spindle Main Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Flange/Ret PIt
Usage Retirement Time 17947 16968 9238 9341
Baseline Retirement Time 5000 4900 7000 7000
improvement (%) 259% 246% 32% 33%
Useful Life of Aircraft (years) 36 35 35 35
Annual Usage (flight hours) 1000 1000 1000 1000
Part Cost $39,732 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Unitalshipset 4 1 1 1
Interest Rate (%) 8 8 8 8
Max. Savings (Flight Hours) 12947 12068 2238 2341
Limited Savings(Flight Hours) Note 1 12947 12068 2238 2341
Shipset Cost $158,928 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Total Savings (in Dollars) $411,518 $57,637 $5,456 $8,014
Baseline cost per flight hour $31.79 $4.78 $2.44 $3.42
New cost per flight hour $8.86 $1.38 $1.85 $2.57
Savings per flight hour $22.93 $3.40 $0.59 $0.86
Projected original replacement year 6 6 8 8
Projected usage replacement year 19 18 10 10
Projected annual savings Note 2 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Discounted total savings (8%) $208,320 $30,037 $3,630 $5,314
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars) $411,518 $57,637 $5,456 $8,014
Yrl $21,720 $3,208 $533 $776
Yr2 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr3 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr4 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr5 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr6 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr7 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr8 $21,720 $3,208 $633 $775
Yr9 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr1O $21,720 $3,208 $533 $776
Yrl1 $21,720 $3,208 $127 $264
yr12 $21,720 $3,208
yr13 $21,720 $3,208
yr14 $21,720 $3,208
yr15 $21,720 $3,208
yrl6 $21,720 $3,208
yr17 $21,720 $3,208
yr18 $21,720 $3,106
yr19 $20,562
yr2O
yr2l
yr22
yr23
yr24
yr25
yr26
yr27
yr28
yr29
yr3O
yr3l
yr32
yr33
yr34
yr35
Note 1 - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
Note 2 - Savings are spread over the entire useful life of the part.
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File: Regimelk.xls Tab: PHI (2s)
Main Rotor Spindle Main Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Flange/Ret Pit
Usage Retirement Time 12261 12393 4164 4173
Baseline Retirement Time 5000 4900 7000 7000
Improvement (%) 145% 153% -41% -40%
Useful Life of Aircraft (years) 36 36 36 36
Annual Usage (flight hours) 1000 1000 1000 1000
Part Cost $39,732 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Units/shipset 4 1 1 1
Interest Rate (%) 8 8 8 8
Max. Savings (Flight Hours) 7261 7493 -2836 -2827
Limited Savings(Flight Hours) Note 1 7261 7493 -2836 -2827
Shipset Cost $158,928 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Total Savings (in Dollars) $230,780 $35,784 -$6,913 -$9,680
Baseline cost per flight hour $31.79 $4.78 $2.44 $3.42
New cost per flight hour $12.96 $1.89 $4.10 $5.74
Savings per flight hour $18.82 $2.89 ($1.66) ($2.32)
Projected original replacement year 6 6 8 8
Projected usage replacement year 13 13 5 5
Projected annual savings Note 2 $17,404 $2,672 -$1,339 -$1,871
Discounted total savings (8%) $139,097 $21,475 -$5,484 -$7,675
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars) $230,780 $35,784 -$6,913 -$9,680
Yr1 $17,404 $2,672 41,339 -$1,871
Yr2 $17,404 $2,672 -$1,339 41,871
Yr3 $17,404 $2,672 -$1,339 -$1,871
Yr4 $17,404 $2,672 -$1,339 -$1,871
Yrs $17,404 $2,672 -$1,339 -$1,871
Yr6 $17,404 $2,672 -$219 -$323
Yr7 $17,404 $2,672
Yr8 $17,404 $2,672
Yr9 $17,404 $2,672
Yr1O $17,404 $2,672
Yri1 $17,404 $2,672
yr12 $17,404 $2,672
yr13 $17,404 $2,672
yr14 $4,634 $1,049
yr16
yrl6
yr17
yr18
yr9
yr2O
yr2l
yr22
yr23
yr24
yr26
yr26
yr27
yr28
yr29
yr3O
yr3l
yr32
yr33
yr34
yr36
Note 1 - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
Note 2 - Savings are spread over the entire useful life of the part.
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File: Regimelk.xls Tab: Summary (2)
Savings Acrued Over Part Life
(A/C used 1000 hrs/yr, 8% discount rate)
Scenario 1 - Renna
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Scenario 2 - Puma
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Scenario 3 - PHI
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Average Scenario
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Spindle
$18.96
$17,542
$140,980
$234,891
Spindle
$22.93
$21,720
$208,320
$411,518
Spindle
$18.82
$17,404
$139,097
$230,780
Spindle
$20.24
$18,889
$162,799
$292,396
MR Shaft
$3.08
$2,870
$24,375
$42,442
MR Shaft
$3.40
$3,208
$30,037
$57,637
MR Shaft
$2.89
$2,672
$21,475
$35,784
MR Shaft
$3.12
$2,917
$25,296
$45,288
TR Shaft
$0.06
$49
$285
$399
TR Shaft
$0.59
$533
$3,630
$5,456
TR Shaft
($1.66)
($1,339)
($5,484)
($6,913)
TR Shaft
($0.34)
($252)
($523)
($353)
TR Flange
$0.09
$82
$477
$668
TR Flange
$0.86
$775
$5,314
$8,014
TR Flanae
($2.32)
($1,871)
($7,675)
($9,680)
TR Flange
($0.46)
($338)
($628)
($332)
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Total
$22.19
$20,543
$166,117
$278,401
Total
$27.78
$26,235
$247,301
$482,626
Total
$17.73
$16,865
$147,414
$249,971
Total
$22.56
$21,215
$186,944
$336,999
File: Regime3k.xls Tab: Renna (2s)
Main Rotor Spindle Main Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Flange/Ret Pit
Usage Retirement Time 12390 13787 7164 7195
Baseline Retirement Time 5000 4900 7000 7000
Improvement (%) 148% 181% 2% 3%
Useful Life of Aircraft (years) 35 35 35 35
Annual Usage (flight hours) 1000 1000 1000 1000
Part Cost $39,732 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Units/shipset 4 1 1 1
Interest Rate (%) 8 8 8 8
Max. Savings (Flight Hours) 7390 8887 164 195
Umited Savings(Flight Hours) Note 1 7390 8887 164 195
Shipset Cost $158,928 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Total Savings per Set Replaced (in Dollars) $234,891 $42,442 $399 $668
Baseline cost per flight hour $31.79 $4.78 $2.44 $3.42
New cost per flight hour $12.83 $1.70 $2.38 $3.33
Savings per flight hour $18.96 $3.08 $0.06 $0.09
Projected original replacement year 6 6 8 8
Projected usage replacement year 13 15 8 8
Projected annual savings Note 2 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Discounted total savings (8%) $204,450 $33,452 $569 $951
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars) $613,987 $100,461 $1,709 $2,855
Yr1 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr2 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr3 $17,642 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr4 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr5 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr6 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr7 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr8 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr9 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr1O $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr1l $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr12 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yrl3 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr14 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr15 $17,642 $2,870 $49 $82
yr16 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr17 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr18 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr19 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr2O $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr21 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr22 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr23 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr24 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr25 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr26 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr27 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr28 $17,642 $2,870 $49 $82
yr29 $17,642 $2,870 $49 $82
yr3O $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr31 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr32 $17,642 $2,870 $49 $82
yr33 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr34 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr35 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Note I - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
Note 2 - Savings are spread over the entire useful life of the part.
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File: Regime3k.xIs Tab: Puma (2s)
Main Rotor Spindle Main Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Flange/Ret Pit
Usage Retirement Time 17947 16968 9238 9341
Baseline Retirement Time 5000 4900 7000 7000
Improvement (%) 259% 246% 32% 33%
Useful Life of Aircraft (years) 35 35 35 35
Annual Usage (flight hours) 1000 1000 1000 1000
Part Cost $39,732 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Units/shipset 4 1 1 1
Interest Rate (%) 8 8 8 8
Max. Savings (Flight Hours) 12947 12068 2238 2341
Limited Savings(Flight Hours) Note 1 12947 12068 2238 2341
Shipset Cost $158,928 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Total Savings per Set Replaced (in Dollars) $411,518 $57,637 $5,456 $8,014
Baseline cost per flight hour $31.79 $4.78 $2.44 $3.42
New cost per flight hour $8.86 $1.38 $1.85 $2.57
Savings per flight hour $22.93 $3.40 $0.59 $0.86
Projected original replacement year 6 6 8 8
Projected usage replacement year 19 18 10 10
Projected annual savings Note 2 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Discounted total savings (8%) $253,135 $37,385 $6,211 $9,032
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars) $760,193 $112,270 $18,652 $27,125
Yrl $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr2 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr3 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr4 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr5 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr6 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr7 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr8 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr9 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yr1O $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Yrll $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr12 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr13 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr14 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr15 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr16 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr17 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr18 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr19 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr2O $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr2l $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr22 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr23 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr24 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr25 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr26 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr27 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr28 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr29 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr3O $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr31 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr32 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr33 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr34 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
yr35 $21,720 $3,208 $533 $775
Note 1 - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
Note 2 - Savings are spread over the entire useful life of the part.
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File: Regime3k.xIs Tab: PHI (2s)
Usage Retirement Time
Baseline Retirement Time
Improvement (%)
Useful Life of Aircraft (years)
Annual Usage (flight hours)
Part Cost
Unitslshipset
Interest Rate (%)
Max. Savings (Flight Hours)
Limited Savings(Flight Hours) Note 1
Shipset Cost
Total Savings per Set Replaced (in Dollars)
Baseline cost per flight hour
New cost per flight hour
Savings per flight hour
Projected original replacement year
Projected usage replacement year
Projected annual savings Note 2
Discounted total savings (8%)
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Yrl
Yr2
Yr3
Yr4
Yr6
Yr6
Yr7
Yr8
Yr9
Yr1O
Yr1l
yrl2
yrl3
yr14
yr16
yr16
yr17
yr18
yr19
yr2O
yr21
yr22
yr23
yr24
yr26
yr26
yr27
yr28
yr29
yr3O
yr31
yr32
yr33
yr34
yr36
Main Rotor Spindle
12261
5000
145%
36
1000
$39,732
4
8
7261
7261
$158,928
$230,780
$31.79
$12.96
$18.82
6
13
$17,404
$202,831
$609,124
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
Main Rotor Shaft
12393
4900
153%
36
1000
$23,402
1
8
7493
7493
$23,402
$35,784
$4.78
$1.89
$2.89
6
13
$2,672
$31,140
$93,517
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
$2,672
Tail Rotor Shaft
4164
7000
-41%
35
1000
$17,063
1
8
-2836
-2836
$17,063
-$6,913
$2.44
$4.10
($1.66)
8
5
-$1,339
-$15,603
-$46,856
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
41,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
41,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
41,339
41,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
41,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
-$1,339
Tail Rotor Flange/Ret Pit
4173
7000
-40%
35
1000
$23,964
1
8
-2827
-2827
$23,964
-$9,680
$3.42
$5.74
($2.32)
8
5
-$1,871
-$21,810
-$65,498
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
Note 1 - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
Note 2 - Savings are spread over the entire useful life of the part.
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File: Regime3k.xis Tab: Summary (2)
Savings Acrued Over Part Life
Savings Acrued over 35 yr Aircraft Life (A/C used 1000 hrs/yr)
Scenario I - Renna
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Scenario 2 - Puma
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Scenario 3 - PHI.
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Average Scenario
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (8%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Spindle
$18.96
$17,542
$204,450
$234,891
Spindle
$22.93
$21,720
$253,135
$411,518
Spindle
$18.82
$17,404
$202,831
$230,780
Spindle
$20.24
$18,889
$220,139
$292,396
MR Shaft
$3.08
$2,870
$33,452
$42,442
MR Shaft
$3.40
$3,208
$37,385
$57,637
MR Shaft
$2.89
$2,672
$31,140
$35,784
MR Shaft
$3.12
$2,917
$33,992
$45,288
TR Shaft
$0.06
$49
$569
$399
TR Shaft
$0.59
$533
$6,211
$5,456
TR Shaft
($1.66)
($1,339)
($15,603)
($6,913)
TR Shaft
($0.34)
($252)
($2,941)
($353)
TR Flanae
$0.09
$82
$951
$668
TR Flanae
$0.86
$775
$9,032
$8,014
TR Flange
($2.32)
($1,871)
($21,810)
($9,680)
TR Flanae
($0.46)
($338)
($3,942)
($332)
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Total
$22.19
$20,543
$239,422
$278,401
Total
$27.78
$26,235
$305,763
$482,626
Total
$17.73
$16,865
$196,558
$249,971
Total
$22.56
$21,215
$247,248
$336,999
File: Regime5k.xis Tab: Renna (2s)
Main Rotor Spindle Main Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Flange/Ret PIt
Usage Retirement Time 12390 13787 7164 7195
Baseline Retirement Time 5000 4900 7000 7000
Improvement (%) 148% 181% 2% 3%
Useful Life of Aircraft (years) 35 35 35 35
Annual Usage (flight hours) 1000 1000 1000 1000
Part Cost $39,732 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Units/shipset 4 1 1 1
Interest Rate (%) 5 6 5 5
Max. Savings (Flight Hours) 7390 8887 164 195
Limited Savings(Flight Hours) Note 1 7390 8887 164 195
Shipset Cost $158,928 $23,402 $17,063 $23,964
Total Savings per Set Replaced (in Dollars) $234,891 $42,442 $399 $668
Baseline cost per flight hour $31.79 $4.78 $2.44 $3.42
New cost per flight hour $12.83 $1.70 $2.38 $3.33
Savings per flight hour $18.96 $3.08 $0.06 $0.09
Projected original replacement year 6 6 8 8
Projected usage replacement year 13 15 8 8
Projected annual savings Note 2 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Discounted total savings (5%) $287,244 $46,999 $800 $1,336
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars) $613,987 $100,461 $1,709 $2,855
Yr1 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr2 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr3 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr4 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr5 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr6 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr7 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr8 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr9 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yrio $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Yr 11 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr12 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yrl3 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr14 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr15 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yrl6 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr17 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr18 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr19 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr2O $17,642 $2,870 $49 $82
yr2l $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr22 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr23 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr24 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr25 $17,642 $2,870 $49 $82
yr26 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr27 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr28 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr29 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr3O $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr3l $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr32 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr33 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr34 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
yr35 $17,542 $2,870 $49 $82
Note 1 - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
Note 2 - Savings are spread over the entire useful life of the part.
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File: Regime5k.xIs Tab: Puma (2s)
Usage Retirement Time
Baseline Retirement Time
Improvement (%)
Useful Life of Aircraft (years)
Annual Usage (flight hours)
Part Cost
Unitalshipset
Interest Rate (%)
Max. Savings (Flight Hours)
Limited Savings(Flight Hours) Note 1
Shipset Cost
Total Savings per Set Replaced (in Dollars)
Baseline cost per flight hour
New cost per flight hour
Savings per flight hour
Projected original replacement year
Projected usage replacement year
Projected annual savings Note 2
Discounted total savings (5%)
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Yrl
Yr2
Yr3
Yr4
Yr5
Yr6
Yr7
Yr8
Yr9
Yr1o
Yr1 I
yr12
yr13
yr14
yr15
yr16
yr17
yr18
yr1g
yr2O
yr21
yr22
yr23
yr24
yr25
yr26
yr27
yr28
yr29
yr3O
yr31
yr32
yr33
yr34
yr35
Main Rotor Spindle
17947
5000
259%
35
1000
$39,732
4
5
12947
12947
$158,928
$411,518
$31.79
$8.86
$22.93
6
19
$21,720
$355,644
$760,193
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
$21,720
Main Rotor Shaft
16968
4900
246%
35
1000
$23,402
1
5
12068
12068
$23,402
$57,637
$4.78
$1.38
$3.40
6
18
$3,208
$52,524
$112,270
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
$3,208
Tail Rotor Shaft
9238
7000
32%
35
1000
$17,063
1
5
2238
2238
$17,063
$5,456
$2.44
$1.85
$0.59
8
10
$533
$8,726
$18,652
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
$533
Tail Rotor Flange/Ret Pit
9341
7000
33%
35
1000
$23,964
1
5
2341
2341
$23,964
$8,014
$3.42
$2.57
$0.86
8
10
$775
$12,690
$27,125
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
$775
Note I - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
Note 2 - Savings are spread over the entire useful life of the part.
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File: Regime5k.xis Tab: PHI (2s)
Usage Retirement Time
Baseline Retirement Time
Improvement (%)
Useful Life of Aircraft (years)
Annual Usage (flight hours)
Part Cost
Unitsishipset
Interest Rate (%)
Max. Savings (Flight Hours)
Umited Savings(Flight Hours) Note 1
Shipset Cost
Total Savings per Set Replaced (in Dollars)
Baseline cost per flight hour
New cost per flight hour
Savings per flight hour
Projected original replacement year
Projected usage replacement year
Projected annual savings Note 2
Discounted total savings (5%)
Checksum Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Yr1
Yr2
Yr3
Yr4
Yr6
Yr6
Yr7
Yr8
Yr9
Yr1O
Yr1 I
yr12
yri3
yri4
yrl5
yr16
yrl7
yr18
yr19
yr2O
yr21
yr22
yr23
yr24
yr26
yr26
yr27
yr28
yr29
yr3O
yr3l
yr32
yr33
yr34
yr36
Main Rotor Spindle
12261
5000
145%
36
1000
$39,732
4
5
7261
7261
$158,928
$230,780
$31.79
$12.96
$18.82
6
13
$17,404
$284,969
$609,124
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
$17,404
Main Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Shaft Tail Rotor Range/Ret Pit
1239
490
153
3
100
$23,40
749
749
$23,40
$35,78
$4.7
$1.8
$2.8
1
$2,67
$43,75
$93,51
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,67
$2,61
$2,61
$2,61
$2,61
$2,61
$2,61
$2,61
$2,61
Note 1 - Savings are limited by the usefull life of the aircraft - assumed to be 35 years.
Note 2 - Savings are spread over the entire useful life of the part.
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3 4164
0 7000
% -41%
6 35
0 1000
2 $17,063
1 1
6 6
3 -2836
3 -2836
2 $17,063
4 -$6,913
8 $2.44
9 $4.10
9 ($1.66)
6 8
3 5
2 -$1,339
1 -$21,921
7 -$46,856
2 41,339
2 41,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 41,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 41,339
2 41,339
2 41,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 41,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 41,339
2 41,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
2 -$1,339
4173
7000
-40%
36
1000
$23,964
1
6
-2827
-2827
$23,964
-$9,680
$3.42
$5.74
($2.32)
8
5
-$1,871
-$30,642
-$65,498
41,871
41,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
41,871
41,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
41,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
41,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
41,871
-$1,871
41,871
-$1,871
41,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
41,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
41,871
-$1,871
-$1,871
File: Regime5k.xls Tab: Summary (2)
Savings Acrued Over Part Life
Savings Acrued over 35 yr Aircraft Life (A/C used 1000 hrs/yr)
Scenario 1 - Renna
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (5%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Scenario 2 - Puma
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (5%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Scenario 3 - PHI
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (5%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Average Scenario
Savings per flight hour
Projected annual savings
Discounted total savings (5%)
Raw Savings (in Dollars)
Spindle
$18.96
$17,542
$287,244
$234,891
Spindle
$22.93
$21,720
$355,644
$411,518
Spindle
$18.82
$17,404
$284,969
$230,780
Spindle
$20.24
$18,889
$309,286
$292,396
MR Shaft
$3.08
$2,870
$46,999
$42,442
MR Shaft
$3.40
$3,208
$52,524
$57,637
MR Shaft
$2.89
$2,672
$43,751
$35,784
MR Shaft
$3.12
$2,917
$47,758
$45,288
TR Shaft
$0.06
$49
$800
$399
TR Shaft
$0.59
$533
$8,726
$5,456
TR Shaft
($1.66)
($1,339)
($21,921)
($6,913)
TR Shaft
($0.34)
($252)
($4,132)
($353)
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TR Flange
$0.09
$82
$1,336
$668
TR Flange
$0.86
$775
$12,690
$8,014
TR Flange
($2.32)
($1,871)
($30,642)
($9,680)
TR Flange
($0.46)
($338)
($5,539)
($332)
Total
$22.19
$20,543
$336,378
$278,401
Iotal
$27.78
$26,235
$429,584
$482,626
Total
$17.73
$16,865
$276,156
$249,971
Total
$22.56
$21,215
$347,373
$336,999
Appendix II - Assumptions Used in Developing
Usage Scenarios.
These are the details that support how the data from each of the three scenarios were
cross-referenced into the S-76 list of regimes.
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Generation of "Renna" Profdie
Adjusted damage by creating a ratio (multiplier) of baseline usage to new profile based on AVO 96-Fl-515
dated 12/16/96 (Reference 13). For steady state regimes, the ratio is between baseline % of time and new
% of time. For transient regimes, the ratio is between baseline occurrences and new occurrences.
Completed check totals between baseline and unadjusted Renna sheet. Specific notes on translations are
provided below.
P2 2nd paragraph: "....landed 1.6 times per hour.. .design landing rate of 4.5 per hour" - assumed this
translated to 160 GAG cycles and allocated 89 (56%) to per flight and 71 (44%) to per shutdown.
P3 table item "slideslip" - actual "Infrequently .... always at <60 KTS" - removed all (changed % times for
forward flight w/ slideslip to zero.
P3 table item "Control Reversals" - actual "3 per hour" - reduced # occurrences by 57% (4/7).
P3 table item 30 deg AOB turns" - actual "<0.5 per hour" - changed entry to/recovery from moderate turns
to 50.
P3 table item 45 deg AOB turns" - actual "almost never" - changed entry to/recovery from severe turns to
5, reduced severe turns (45 deg AOB) to 5% of baseline (0.16 x 0.05) = 0.008.
P3 table item "autorotations" - "3 per 100 hours" - changed entry to / recovery from Autorotation to 3 per
100,0.003%.
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Generation of "PUMA" Profile
Built spreadsheet "CAAPuma" of data from CAA SRG Research note 64 dated Dec 1987 (Reference 6) assuming % time and #
occurrences change linearly with each other. Mapped these elements to closely corresponding S-76 regimes and adjusted % time and
# of occurrences as per the CAA data. Specific items are noted below.
Regime number 74: changed % time to 3.63 and # occurrences to 2900 (3.63 x 800).
Regime number 77: changed # occurrences to 130 split between #75 73 (130 x .56) and #76 (130 X .44).
Regime number 1: changed % time to 0.64.
Regime number 46: changed % time to 0.07 and # occurrences to 84 (0.7 x 120).
Regime number 49: changed % time to 0.22 and # occurrences to 264 (2.2 x 120).
Regime number 43: changed % time to 0.16 and # occurrences to 192 (1.2 x 160).
Regime number 56, 57: changed % time to 0.025 and # occurrences to 9 (0.037 x 240) (assume applies to moderate hover turns only)
Regime number 6, 7: changed % time to 0.005.
Regime number 4, 5: changed % time to from 0.25 total to 0.79 total 0.632 (3.16 x 0.2) and 0.158 (3.16 x 0.05).
Regime number 2, 3: changed % time from 0.25 total to 0.01 total 0.008 (0.04 x 0.2) and 0.002 (0.04 x 0.05).
Regime number 42: changed % time from 2.5 to 0.46 (2.5 x 83/450) and # occurrences from 450 to 83.
Regime number 69: changed % time from 1.53 to 0.33 (1.53 x 83/380) and # occurrences from 380 to 83.
Regime number 8: changed % time from 7.4 to 0.38.
Regime number 9: changed % time from 20 to 0.8.
Regime number 10: changed % time from 30 to 48.
Regime number 11: changed % time from 15 to 5.
Regime number 24, 26: changed % time from 0.45 and 0.16 to 0.22(0.03/0.61 x 0.45) and 0.008 (0.03/0.61 x 0.16) (assume "right
turn" & "left turn" are mapped to severe turns).
Regime number 23,25: changed % time from 0.45 and 0.16 to 0.030 (0.04/0.61 x 0.45) and 0.010 (0.04/0.61 x 0.16)# occurrences to
2900 (3.63 x 800).
Regime number 27: changed % time from 3.6 to 2.7.
Regime number 30-37: changed % time from 2.72 total to 4.66 total as distributed below:
#30 1.71 (1 x 1.71)
#31 1.03 (0.6 x 1.71)
#32 0.86 (0.5 x 1.71)
#33 0.17 (0.1 x 1.71)
#34 0.034 (0.02 x 1.71)
#35 0.17 (0.1 x 1.71)
#36 0.34 (0.2 x 1.71)
#37 0.34 (0.2 x 1.71)
#64 0.27 (0.16 x 1.71), # occurrences to 684 (400 x 1.71).
Regime number 44: changed % time to 0.41 and # occurrences to 492 (120 x 0.4/0.1).
Regime number 45: changed % time to 3.63 and # occurrences to 2900 (3.63 x 800).
Regime number 47: changed % time to 3.63 and # occurrences to 2900 (3.63 x 800).
Regime number 48: changed % time to 3.63 and # occurrences to 2900 (3.63 x 800).
Regime number 50: changed % time to 0.41 and # occurrences to 492 (120 x 0.4/0.1).
Regime number 51: changed % time to 0.41 and # occurrences to 492 (120 x 0.4/0.1).
Regime number 19-22: changed % time from 3.0 total to 0.1 total as distributed below:
#19 0.048 (1.45 x 0.033)
#20 0.048 (1.45 x 0.033)
#21 0.0016 (0.05 x 0.033)
#22 0.0016 (0.05 x 0.033)
#65,66 0.0073 (0.22 x 0.033), # occurrences to 13 (400 x 0.033).
#61 0.253 (3.16 x 0.08), # occurrences to 316 (3.16 x 100).
#62 0.0032 (0.04 x 0.08), # occurrences to 4 (.0400 x 100).
#63 0.0014 (0.02 x 0.07), # occurrences to 2 (.2 x 80).
#67 0.004 (0.066 x 0.06), # occurrences to 7(.066 x 100).
#68 0.003 (0.049 x 1.833), # occurrences to 5 (.049 x 100).
#60 0.055 (0.03 x 0.033), # occurrences to 13
#12 0.011
#52,53 0.005 (0.005 x 0. 31), # occurrences to 13 .
#53 0.004 (0.22 x 0.033)
#40,41 0.005 (0.22 x 0.033).
#89 no basis for change.
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CAAPuma.xls
Total Time 1085:36:51 %Time Oec/100hrs
Ground 309:04:08
SU 3:32:43 0.33%
SD 3:54:07 0.36%
SG 262:15:51 24.16%
TA 39:21:27 3.63%
TO 991 91.3
TD 991 91.3
RS 406 37.4
RO 385 35.5
Flight 776:04:00 71.49%
Very low speed 21:33:30 1.99%
SH 6:55:19 0.64%
YR 0:44:06 0.07%
XR 2:21:42 0.22%
HR 1:43:09 0.16%
HS 0:30:12 0.05%
AL 0:40:53 0.06%
FL 0:00:18 0.00%
BF 0:00:59 0.00%
SR 8:31:53 0.79%
SL 0:04:59 0.01%
TF 899 82.8
TH 899 82.8
Forward 747:35:05 68.86%
10 0:50:35 0.08%
13 1:55:05 0.18%
Is 4:08:55 0.38%
17 8:40:36 0.80%
18 520:55:06 47.98%
19 51:39:45 4.76%
VE 0:00:47 0.00%
VI 0:00:13 0.00%
RT 0:21:39 0.03%
LT 0:27:08 0.04%
CM 29:11:28 2.69%
Cl 0:00:21 0.00%
AL 0:12:16 0.02%
PP 50:32:21 4.66%
YR 7:20:55 0.68%
XR 1:09:14 0.11%
HR 8:50:55 0.82%
YR 4:53:19 0.45%
XR 0:06:58 0.01%
HR 4:27:45 0.41%
YR 0:12:29 0.02%
XR 0:00:17 0.00%
HR 0:10:49 0.02%
AD 49:09:13 4.53%
HT 1:02:32 0.10%
SE 1:14:08 0.11%
PU 0:00:16 0.00%
Autorotation 6:55:25 0.64%
LT 0:00:22 0.00%
RT 0:00:32 0.00%
YR 0:19:51 0.03%
XR 0:07:11 0.01%
HR 0:18:42 0.03%
PU 0:00:02 0.00%
SA 6:08:45 0.57%
EN 600 55.3
EX 573 52.8
Undefined
77 0:28:43 0.04%
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FIGURE 3
SUMARY OF RESULTS FROM FIRST 1085 HOURS OF DATA FROM AS332L SUPER PUMA 6-BMCX.
Note: Bad or poor data accounted for a further 31hrs 58mins 46secs. The data recovery rate is 97%.
Time | Percentage | Percentage | | Rate per
IFlight Phase of ROTOR | of GROUND Event ROTOR RUN |
jCondition f Event Acronym j hh:mm:ss J RUN time I time Count hour
--------------------------------- ------------------------ I
IGROUN CONDITIONS GR-Total 09:04:08 28.47
ISpin-Up SU 3:32:43 0.33 1.14
ISpin-Down So 3:54: 7 0.36 1.26
ISteady Ground SG 262:15:51 24.16 84.85 -
~71+ |Taxying TA 139:21:27 3.63 12.73
-77 ITake-Off Event TO 991 0.91
ITouch-0own Event TD 991 0.91
72 |Rotor Start Event RS 406 0.37 |
73 1Rotor off Event RO 385 0.35 I
Time I Percentage j Percentage j j Rate per
lFlight Phase I.j of ROTOR of AIRBORNE ' Event AIRBORNE I
Condition / Event Acronym I'hh.-m:ss j RUN time | time Count, hour
------------------------- - - - - - - - - - - -
)TOTAL FLIGHT TIME 76:04:00 71.49 100.00
1VERT LOW SPEED FLIGHT NO-Total 21:33:30 1.99 2.78
it
-- 7
/ 9
ISteady Hover SH 6:55;19 0.64 0.89
ILateral Reversal YR 0:44: 6 0.07 0.09
Longitudinal Reversal XR 2:21:42 0.22 0.30
1Directional Reversal HR 1:43: 9 0.16 0.22
ISpot Turn HS 0:30:12 0.05 0.06
lApproach & Landing AL 0:40:53 0.06 0.09
[Flare FL 0: 0:18 :<0.005 <0.005 ,-
jBackwards Flight BF 0: 0:59 <0.005 <0.005
Right Sideways SR 8:31:53 0.79 1.10 -
ILeft Sideways SL 0: 4:59 0.01 0.01
ITransition to Cruise TF 899 1.16
ITransition to Hover TH 899 1.16
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FIGURE 3 (continued)
- . Time
IFlight Phase
(Condition / Event Acrony! [ hh:=m:ss
---------------------------
IFORWARO FLIGHT CL LE DE-Tot1 747:35:05
LCruise Below 30% VNE 10 0:50:35
|Cruise 30% - 50% VNE 13 1:55: 5
K |Cruise 50% - 70% VNE 15 4: 8:55
i |Cruise 70% --80% VNE 17 8:40:36J \O |Cruise 80% - 90% VNE 18 520:55: 6
I f | [Cruise 90% -_100% VNE 19 51:39:45
|Cruise 100% - 106% VNE VE 0: 0:47
ICruise above 106% VNE Vi 0: 0:13
24
1 -7, -
£7
V £
Vq
V'
V 5-I
V1+
Percentage
of ROTOR
RUN time
68.86
0.08
0.18
0.38
0.80
47.98
4.76
<O.005
<0.005
Percentage | Rate per
I of AIRBORNE Event AIRBORNE
(time Count jhour
96.33 -
0.11~ A 
___
0.25
0.53
1.12 [
67.12
6.66 - -
<0.005
<0.005
IRight Turn RT 0:21:39 0.03 0.05
Left Turn LT 0:27: 8 0.04 0.0Q
IClimb at Max Cont Power CM 29:11:28 2.69 3.76
|Climb at Int Cont Power CI 0: 0:21 <0.005 <0.005
jApproach a Landing AL 0:12:16 0.02 0.03
IPartial Power Descent PP 50:32:21 4.66 6.50
Lateral Reversal YR [7:20:55 0.68 0.95
ILongitudinal Reversal XR 1: 9:14 0.11 0.15.
IDirectional Reversal HR 8:50:5V 0.82 1.14
|at Rev at 80% VNE YR 4:53:19 0.45 0.63.
|Long Rev at 80% VNE XR 0: 6:58 0.01 0.01
|Dir Rev at 80% VNE HR 4:27:45 0.41 0.58.
jLat Rev at VNE YR 0:12:29 0.02 0.03
|Long Rev at VNE XR 0: 0:17 <0.005 <0.005|Dir -ev at VNE HR .0:10:49 ... .02 10.02
lAcceleration/Decel. AD 49: 9:13 4.53 6.33
jModerate Turn MT 0' 0.13
ISingle Engine Operation SE 1:14: 8 0.11 0.16
Pull Up PU 0: 0:16 <0.005 <0.005
f Time j Percentage I Percentbge Rate pcr
Flight Phase of ROTOR I of AIRBORNE j Event ( AIRBORNE
Condition / Event Acronym j hh:m:ss J RUN time J time j Count 1 hour
AUTOROTATION AU-Total 6:55:25 0.64 0.89
40
S0
Left Turn LT 0: 0:22 <0.005 <C.005 1
IRight Turn- ' RT 0: 0:32 <0.005 <0.005
hLateral -Reversal YR 0:19:51 . 0.03 0.04
|Longitudinal Reversal XR 0: 7:11 0.01 0.02.
IDirectional Reversal HR 0:18:42 0.03 0.04 -
|Pull Up PU 0: 0: 2 <0.005 <0.065
|Steady Autorotation SA 6: 8:45 0.57 0.79
lEnter Autorotation EN 6...600 0.55
lExit Autorotation EX I 573 0.53
Time ( Percentage I Percentage Rate per
IFlight Phase of ROTOR of AIR40RNE Event AIRBORNE
|Condition / Event Acronym J hh:=:ss J RUN time j time Count hour
-------------:----------------------------------------------------------
|UNDEFINED PHASE 77 0:28:43 0.04 0.05 |
V4
|
{
Generation of "PHI" Profile
Mapped from Table 8 (P26-28) of Bell report dated 2/96 (Reference 12). My equivalent regime numbers
were marked in rightmost column on Bell table. Bell references below are to their outline numbering in the
table. Specifics as follows.
1. Bell II B - sideward flight - no speed breakout so I conservatively mapped % time to the next higher
speed category. (ref 3 & 5)
2. Bell I E 1 - mapped to ref 69 - approach to hover.
3. Bell III A - E - Vh mapped to Vne (ref 8-11)
- Vne mapped to Vne also (ref 11)
4. Bell IV A 2 - mapped to ref 27(no single engine climb found)
5. Bell IV G 1 - partial power descent = 4.1 % not broken down by speed - allocated this to ref 30-37
(except 35) on % basis in Sikorsky spectrum as follows:
Sikorsky 30 1.5649 (1 x .38)
Sikorsky 31 0.9389 (0.6 x .23)
Sikorsky 32 0.7824 (0.5 x .19)
Sikorsky 33 0.1565 (0.1 x .04)
Sikorsky 34 0.0313 (0.02 x .01)
Sikorsky 36 0.3130 (0.2 x .08)
Sikorsky 37 0,3130 (0.2 x .08)
6. Bell V A-C engine power transitions - no known mapping so disregarded.
7. Bell VI A - mapped to ref 38 0.5 auto Vne.
8. Note that 0.28% unrecognized was not mapped.
9. Transient regimes were not counted by Bell (only % time). Used % time vs. Sikorsky baseline % to
adjust Sikorsky counts.
10. Entry/recovery's were adjusted in a similar way based on % time in steady regimes:
Ref 19 - Mod. Left 0.338 Ref 65 occurrences 400 to 135.
Ref 20 - Mod. Right 0.857 Ref 66 occurrences 400 to 345.
Ref 23 - Severe Left 0.88 Ref 67 occurrences 100 to 88.
Ref 24 - Severe Right 0.606 Ref 68 occurrences 100 to 61.
Ref 5 - Rt. side 0.76 Ref 61 occurrences 100 to 76.
Ref 3 - Lt. side 1.95 Ref 62 occurrences 100 to 195.
Ref 7 - Rear 0 Ref 63 occurrences 80 to 0.
.Ref 30-37 - PPD 1.565 Ref 64 occurrences 400 to 626.
Ref 69,42 - GAG 0.368 & 0.4218 Ref 77 occurrences 450 to 178. (added 0.2895 to GAG per below)
11. Bell added the unrecognized percentage to the most damaging regime. To determine the most
damaging regime for the sample parts, I built the table below:
Sikorsky regime Part I Part 2 Part 3 Part 4
27 0.0124 0.0124
28 0.00051 0.0005
42 0.00002 0.00002
52 0.0015 0.0004 0.0004
54 0.0003 0.0003
66 0.0007 0.0007
67 0.0004 0.0004
68 0.0003 0.0003
77 0.0182 0.0204 0.0002 0.0001
With the result being regime 77 (GAG) is the most damaging to the total group.
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Table 8. Comparison of Assumed Certification Spectrum and Derived
Operator Spectrum
Spectrum Comparison
Flight Condition
Certification OpFtrator Cond. No
Ground Conditions
A. Rotor Start 0.0000 0.0000 1
B. Ground Tine 0.0000 0.0000 2
(RPM 250 - 324)
C. Normal Shutdown 0.0000 0.0000 3
W/Coll
II. IGE Maneuvers
A. Hovering
1. Steady @ 314 RPM 1.3000 0.5501 4
2. Steady @ 324 RPM 2.5950 2.2003 5
3. 900 Right Turn 0.0900 0.4330 6
4. 90* Left Turn 0.0900 0.3809 7
5. Cont-ol Reversal
a. Longitudinal 0.0120 0.0331 8
b. Lateral 0.0120 0.0359 9
c. Rudder 0.0120 0.0968 10
B. Sideward Flight
1. Right 0.3250 0.0379 11
2. Left 0.3250 0.0976 12
C. Rearward Flight 0.1300 0.0000 13
D. Norm T/O and Accel to 1.7510 0.1323 14
Climb A/S
E. Norm Approach and Land
1. Twin Engine 2.0450 0.5461 15
2. Single Engine 0.0430 0.0084 16
III. Forwaid Level Flight
A. 0.4 VH 314 RPM 0.8000 0.0000 17
324 RPM 0.2000 0.0000 18
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Table 8. Comparison of Assumed Certification Spectrum and Derived
Operator Spectrum (Continued)
Spectrum Comparison
Flight Condition
Certification Operator Cond. No.
B. 0.6 VH 314 RPM 2.4000 0.4379 19
324 RPM 0.6000 1.7514 20
C. 0.8 VH 314 RPM 12.0000 0.6736 21
324 RPM 3.0000 2.6945 22
D. 0.9 VH 314 RPM 16.0000 2.2297 23
324 RPM 4.0000 8.9187 24
E. 1.0 VH 314 RPM 30.4000 12.6411 25
324 RPM 7.6000 50.5644 26
F. VNE 314 RPM 0.8000 0.4511 27
324 RPM (1.20%)0 1.8046 28
IV. Power-On Maneuvers
A. Full Power Climbs
1. Twin Engine 4.7500 gig3B50 - 29
2. Single Engine 0.1200 0.0013 30
B. Cyclic Pullups
1. 0.6 VH 0.1500 0.0862 31
2. 0.9 VH 0.0500 0.0182 32
C. Norm Accel from Climb 1.0000 0.0000 33
A/S to 0.9 VH
D. Turns
1. Right
a. 0.6 VH 1.0000 1.2422 34
b. 0.9 VH 1.0000 0.2726 35
2. Left
a. 0.6 VH 1.0000 0.4894 36
b. 0.9 VH 1.0000 0.3962 37
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Table 8. Comparison of Assumed Certification Spectrum and Derived
Operator Spectrum (Concluded)
Spectrum Comparison
Flight Condition
Certification Operator Cond. No.
E. Cont Rev @0.9 VH
1. Longitudinal 0.0500 0.0000 38
2. Lateral 0.0500 0.0000 39
3. Rudder 0.0500 0.0000 40
F. Decel from 0.9 VH to 0.1800 0.0000 41
Descent A/S
G. Part Power Descent
1. Twin Engine 2.6440 4.1055 427
2. Single Engine 0.1300 0.0323 43
V. Power Transitions
A. Twin to Sin le Engine in 0.0100 0.0003 44
Full Power Climb
B. Twin to Single Engine at 0.0100 0.0065 45
0.9 VH
C. Single to Twin Engine in 0.0100 0.0051 46
Power Descent
D. Twin Power to Auto
1. 0.6 VH 0.0050 0.0003 47
2. 0.9 V H 0.0050 0.0001 48
E. Stab Auto to Twin Engine - 0.0100 0.0000 49
Norm Auto A/S
VI. Autorotation Flight at VNE
(AR)
A. Stab Forward Flight
1. At Min RPM 0.0200 0.0000 50
2. At Max R"vt 0.0200 0.0000 51
B. Turns
1. Right 0.0030 0.0128 52
2. Left 0.0030 0.0071 53
VII. Unrecognized 0.0000 0.28951
TOTAL 100.0000 100.0000
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Appendix Ill - S-76 Utilization Summary
The attached spreadsheets summarize the S-76 Operator database that the Sikorsky
customer service organization maintains. To protect privacy, only the following fields are
included and the individual records are simply identified with a sequential number that
could be traced back into the original database. They are sorted in ascending yearly
average hours order within the major groupings of Corporate, Oil/Passenger, and Utility.
This data was summarized in figures 15-18 in the text. The major groupings were made
by combining the missions as shown in the spreadsheet. Questionable items were
excluded as shown in the shaded cells in the sheet.
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S-76 FLIGHT HOURS
MsinYr
Bef MISSION Summary 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 9 4  95 96 97 98 Average
1 VIP Corporate 38 40 10 3 23
2 CORP Corporate 47 0 69 119 30 80 0 0 130 36 39 29 40
3 VIP Corporate _ 73 36 55
4 VIP Corporate 58 65 84 79 82 28 53 14 58
5 CORP Corporate 10 0 103 68 88 84 104 35 62
6 CORP Corporate I JR 132 87 44 0 0 179 34 66 17 62
7 CORP Corporate 285 20 142 40 0 81 0 0 48 68
8 CORP Corporate 113 163 80 53 76 32 70 18 75
9 CORP Corporate 134 120 49 0 176 42 69 18 76
10 CORP Corporate 163 72 65 64 43 81
11 VIP Corporate 96 142 122 122 27 10 86 0 0 63 152 237 88
12 CORP Corporate 151 28 90
13 VIP Corporate 175 9 92
14 CORP Corporate 103 114 75 84 118 84 125 86 75 62 178 35 95
15 CORP Corporate 57 96 48 33 328 17 97
16 VIP Corporate 27 168 83 130 144 110 128 135 64 132 34 105
17 CORP Corporate 116 137 137 57 89 129 47 90 139 78 213 55 107
18 CORP Corporate 137 477 99 5 0 77 99 53 55 88 109
19 CORP Corporate 50 33 342 13 109
20 CORP Corporate 110 0 240 56 284 92 24 115
21 VIP Corporate 252 70 280 99 32 0 0 0 122 113 331 85 115
22 CORP Corporate 120 124 272 141 105 64 0 65 225 148 38 118
23 CORP Corporate 68 200 125 110 61 34 338 28 121
24 CORP Corporate 363 443 321 71 25 36 6 0 32 96 62 39 124
25 CORP Corporate 75 178 127
26 CORP Corporate 118 167 153 116 80 133 176 109 74 234 138 54 129
27 CORP Corporate 15 18 12 10 0 157 542 289 130
28 CORP Corporate 75 0 2 72 184 223 281 178 325 88 99 63 132
29 CORP Corporate 1 162 103 133
30 VIP Corporate 185 107 146
31 CORP Corporate 50 147 221 177 149
32 CORP Corporate $ r 171 51 59 112 153 146 409 105 151
33 CORP Corporate 1 182 125 153
34 CORP Corporate 165 208 235 190 236 102 103 91 120 142 197 78 155
35 CORP Corporate 233 172 188 304 62 141 33 162
36 CORP Corporate 69 132 141 114 127 178 72 53 696 48 163
37 CORP Corporate 477 0 6 22 116 171 224 171 239 193 270 68 163
38 CORP Corporate 111 114 268 164
39 CORP Corporate 215 183 200 214 181 177 125 140 223 179 140 111 174
40 CORP Corporate 249 159 316 180 86 118 93 114 97 141 426 110 174
41 CORP Corporate 209 259 161 173 30 205 340 144 47 174
42 CORP Corporate 60 146 167 188 199 242 234 197 179
43 CORP Corporate 148 365 284 255 205 124 162 294 75 45 21 180
44 VIP Corporate 40 101 170 396 200 223 291 109 140 208 234 49 180
45 VIP Corporate 280 216 216 208 161 145 205 43 184
46 CORP Corporate 285 86 185
47 CORP Corporate 300 291 139 167 86 263 227 227 222 144 67 104 186
48 CORP Corporate 228 274 206 213 219 263 143 122 244 99 81 157 187
49 CORP Corporate 345 278 241 178 187 220 158 151 167 98 153 75 187
50 CORP Corporate 234 236 335 332 49 181 90 262 295 117 103 27 188
51 CORP Corporate 133 218 226 169 234 210 189 217 182 142 192
52 VIP Corporate 131 329 329 112 400 70 129 45 193
53 CORP Corporate 194 249 216 200 180 178 135 136 206 223 277 141 195
54 CORP Corporate 311 308 105 243 131 288 156 47 199
55 CORP Corporate 152 222 189 266 245 257 109 0 325 96 89 447 200
56 CORP Corporate 182 165 164 201 130 260 226 199 352 289 184 88 203
57 CORP Corporate 214 297 100 296 255 354 360 184 128 96 78 91 204
58 CORP Corporate 329 204 231 242 196 201 149 132 171 151 398 53 205
59 CORP Corporate 100 310 205
60 CORP Corporate 161 242 234 255 222 176 147 205
61 CORP Corporate 290 258 192 266 292 218 201 193 210 95 174 84 206
62 CORP Corporate 199 88 101 82 25 149 80 24 500 454 292 594 216
63 CORP Corporate 285 195 149 477 495 196 0 232 42 138 340 88 220
64 CORP Corporate 293 250 451 269 273 228 118 144 252 80 124 177 221
65 CORP Corporate 269 298 348 278 148 302 154 332 45 78 225
66 CORP Corporate 193 276 210 319 140 227
67 CORP Corporate 149 310 283 270 176 204 192 150 71 5717 161 231
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S-76 FUGHT HOURS
Mission. Yr
Bsef MISSION Summnry 87 88' 89 901 91 92 93 94 95 96 9 7 1 98 Average
67 CORP Corporate 149 310 283 270 176 204 192 150 71 571 1
68 CORP Corporate 1371 389 1 253 2091 257 216 130 3 18  5 231
69 CORP Corporate 315 51 477 84 232
70 CORP Corporate 231 215 205 255 1671 383 175 233
71 CORP Corporate 167 233 306 235
72 CORP Corporate 89 336 281 235
73 CORP Corporate 255 495 461 541 229 153 127 157 138 124 83 133 241
74 CORP Corporate 447 421 189 232 212 170 188 235 225 219 217 146 242
75 CORP Corporate 129 100 499 2771 299 168 245
76 CORP Corporate I _ i i 226 268 247
77 CORP Corporate 2041 356 r 1411 357 1791 247
78 CORP Corporate 122 2941 2911 259 195 2101 3041 315 2811 216 249
79 CORP Corporate 1 22 325 190 249
80 CORP Corporate 293 315 246 336 303 235 250 0 502 149 288 126 1 254
81 CORP Corporate 1 387 280 2661 2391 2571 415 313] 20 1681 2991 228 127 265
82 CORP Corporate 93 188 221 286 348 349 407 246 267
83 CORP Corporate {1j2971 2981 2081 268
84 CORP Corporate 306 1323 1184 271
85 CORP Corporate 529 509 455 285 349 90 191 10 136 161 323 212 271
86 CORP Corporate 571 317 303 301 287 256 250 330 309 231 361 273
871 CORP Corporate 189 196 2691 2601 3141 1931 318 7881 -23 242 275
88 CORP Corporate 1 57 17 30 200 512] 497-1615-705 468 109 280
89 CORP Corporate 307 0 0 171 253 326 371 13391 394 539 633 99 286
90 CORP Corporate 602 615 612 720 2331 461 0 1 1 4 15291 72 1 286
91 CORP Corporate 114 398 403 402 295 429 166 222 363 85| 288
92 CORP Corporate 146 323 383 440 365 378 32 4  2271 20'E 290
C CORP orporate 274, 350 257 j 294
94 CORP Corporate 2721 343] 318 291 480 279 349 275 92 126 440 290 296
95 CORP Corporate 1 480 458 1 428] 370 236 235 219 1511 98 297
96 CORP Corporate 323 339 2621 330 345 330] 3061 367 1207[ 2501 2751 2441 298
97 CORP I Corporate 821 529 197 01 10 299 3441 92 4241 4401 399 143 308
98 CORP Corporate 445 409 1 3721 2921 292 285 314 265 296 325 269 180 312
99 CORP Corporate _ 274 497 369 608 126 205 337 96 314
100 CORP Corporate 374 459 493 452 418 352 170 429 277 273 105 65 322
101 CORP I Corporate 393 502 464 460 326 306 355 286 21 148 326
102 CORP Corporate 205271 390 460 334 436 |261 337
103 CORP Corporate 1 3901 3741 303j 2811 346 419 12431 4971 2581 1821 2521 5251 339
104 CORP I Corporate I1 4991 389 3841 322 248 292 280 445 194 339
105 CORP Corporate 313 481132912001299 121 1 104 0 511 272 658 795 340
106 CORP Corporate 325 459 405t 404 469 505 115 357 92 348
107 CORP Corporate f 50 119 314, 6611 377 315 1053 0 207 408 471 390 364
108 CORP Corporate 570 542 3391 298 299 272 2961 114 318 2981 377
109 CORP Corporate 489 4561 485 227 436 381 3241 4301 3791 359 2351 382
110 CORP Corporate 196 540 1553 1307 1329 385S111 CORP Corporate 1 1 360 1413 386
112 CORP Corporate 316 582 623 596 547 530 265 366 183 134 163 391
113 CORP Corporate 1348 551 539 523 152 162 172 160 255 294 1 260 295 392
114 CORP Corporate I 4 1 270' 524 397
115 CORP CuI punMe 635 45 272 471 145 60 0 1230[ 120 359 110471 469 404
116 CORP Corporate 100 1630 1490 406
117 VIP Corporate 587 1399 1274 420
118 CORP Corporate 221 552 603 525 309 343 268 6081 643 230 430
119 CORP Corporate 313 310 457 440 587 5 18  452 439
120 CORP Corporate 602 499 332 326 440
121 CORP Corporate 240 1_588 5741 512 486 421 434 592 126 441
122 CORP Corporate 56 488 415 566 875 550 390] 477j
1231 COHP Corporate 789 196 493
124 CORP Corporate 682 567 598 542 488 688 702 141 134 505
125 CORP Corporate 675 600 507 502 523 3641 621 641 556 623 446 77 511
1262 CORP Corporate 81 5931 651 619 412 511
127 CORP Corporate 821 6__24 1 20I7 1 651 362 533
128 CORP Corporate 360 825 532 572
129 CORP Corporate 504 1872 688 453 629
130 CORP Corporate 698 4111 517J 565 111391 5231 642
131 CORP Corporate 1 9011 10131 9371 909 8921 8391 12 214 1328 193 1216 951 700
132 CORP Corporate 1117 1082 839 1278 584 612 760 0 1761 1 729 18451 423 919
13 CORP Corporate 718 1706 11428 1765 1168 1 866 942
S-76 FLIGHT HOURS
Mission JYr
ef  M mISSION _umm 87 _88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 Average
Corporate Averag 353.5 289.3 266.4 313.0 241.9 1236.1 225 216 283 233 308 1871 258
134 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 61 19 0 0 1-31 0 01 12 2 10135 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 208 209 19 1  0 0  0 4 54 95 79 0 36 73
136 OIL RIG Oi/L'Passenger 175 80 74 0 0  0 0 0 36 247 392 193 91
137 OL RIG OiPassenger 108 95 1 87 0 0 0 0 0 187 109 1 301 324 101
138 OIL RIG Oil/Passcngcr 22 10 9 0 0 0 0 77 272 200 410 282 107
139 UTITY/PASS. Oil/Passenger 27 212 119
140 PASSENGER Oil/Passenger 83 167 156 132 139 227 310 2101 178
141 PASSENGER Oil/Passenger 502 246 284 569 31 0 0 0 0 0 443 1 123 1 183
142 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 172 196 961 73 62 741 1791 40 01 731 218 110511 186
143 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 651 0 561 501 63 93 0 0 60 14 761 1072 186
144 OIL RIG Oil/PasSenUger 185 137 157 217 0 0 681 122 339 330 85 188
145 OILRIG IOlPassenger 83 215 3 6 80 2331 191 586 378 197
146 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 8 21 26 485 135 390 272 391 200 158 152 | 82 197
147 PASSENGER Oil/Passenger 4 _62 121 69 285 245 173 506 130 199
148 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 297 2 78 0 0 222 248 597 361 138 2131
149 PASSENGER Oil/Passenger 119 350 446 318 79 0 0 310 0 0 0 939 213
150 OILRIG/PASS. Oil/Passenger 562 189 285 237 121 140 223 158 282 106 173 160 220
151 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 132 231 199 117 533 200 0 135 121 331 627 160 232
12 OIL HIG Oil/Passenger 50 1891 411 621 0 00 75 1 440 346 667 204 250
153 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger F t 231 208 304 321 266
154 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 624 622 1 688 5700 0 0 o 10 0 138 673 277
155 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1471 1441 132 1 0 0 0 0 224 3451 726 10001 6151 278
156 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 2421 501 260 643 0 3021 0 296 140 2721 5591 142 280
157 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 246 235 2271 93 108 131 120 267 131' 112 329 1357 280
158 OIL RIG Oil/PubsungeI 15 488 595 33 283
159 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 75 724 6861 667 112 80 152 84 6 303 [ 317 216 285
160 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 168 1 185 404 347 51 0 0 113 1 280 1493 141 289
161 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 1441 5041 6221 718 77 1141 46 1 179 RE si 433 169 291
162 Oi RIG I it/Pnanngr 459 446 489 263 292 66 98 39 252 1711755 195 294
163 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 138 0 3031 200 4471 630 1329 163 444 542 428 225 321
164 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 272 256 248 390 350 1 427 1 402 122 197 244 780 164 321
165 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 112 563 579 38 323
16 OIL HIG I Oil/Passenger ;300 809 159] 38 327
167 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 149 348 J 334 477 282 357 383 333
168 OIL RIG Oil/Passenqer 495 1438 162 12441 335
169 PASSENGER Oil/Passenger f', 538 553 332 223 366 321 235 370 50 1600 1103 335
170 OIL RIG Oil/Passcnger 1 179 243 256 129 166 218 189 0 417 822 11013 528 347
171 OIL R % Oil/Passenger 455 4591 388 63 21 0 1 671 579 393 922 2201 347
172 OIL IC Oil/Passenger 26 38 30 840 558 681 120 961 356 289 257 115 348
173 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 506 213 409 414 370] 156] 504 7354 148 0 636 169 355
174 PASSENGER] Oil/Passenger 27 697 362
175 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 604! 365 1 4991 679 741 3531 9141 01 0 223 449 1871 362
176 Oil RIG Oil/Pasanngar 3741 4561 570 1 415 1 731 249 21 375 69 362
177 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 528 557 497 458 338 258 1 291 1 241 1-248! 86 253 742 1 375
178 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 141 426 569 481 551 587 29 1152 322 450 353 182 379
179 PASSENGER Oil/Passenger 'I 1 57 723 390
180 OIL RIG oil/Passen or 424 732 88 140 328 241 212 86 735 109 650 981 394
181 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 483 293 303 392 453 445 213 445 0 457 11222 204 409
182 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 311 552 360 424 361 635 434 412 217 673 174 414
183 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 24 229 658 943 676 366 58 422
184 OL RIG Oil/Passengcr 303 244 263 408 29 144 9 3 69 t 0 883 1664 821 428
185 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 378 328 330 310 206 70 159 917 1006 626 433
186 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 17 1 497 457 483 550 547 251 1 784 625 700 372 441
187 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 301 398 537 202 520 434 347 263 1 149 219 1751 207 444J
188 OIL RIG I Oil/Passenqer 507 I 508 I 7761 339 262 506 1187 409 1 283 246 1090 2831 4501
189 PASSENGER oil/Passenger I 1 1 1 74 8281 451
190 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 5 295 226 141 182 88 103 95 853 1230 1435 781 453
191 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 484 405 569 402 3 141 179 283 640 424 1393 359 471
192 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 391 603 1341 445 75 2051 377 533 1912j 408 541 266 508
193 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 454[ 267 347 507 466 5041 310 15 ] 965 364 2167 255 552
194 OIL RIG [Oil/Passenger 19 119 216 211 2271 625 1810 1100 11267 1229 564 1257] 554
195 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 507 560 737 669 1341 244 544 4631 912 840 851 340] 567
196 OIL RIG I Oil/Passenger 497 661 592 681 I 233 411 521 1 562 I 739 6571 960 515 I 586
197 O!L RIG Oil/Passenger 968 471 507 486 285 708 584 1 707 111001, 576' 8811 529 1 592
98
S-76 FUGHT HOURS
Missa.ionII Yr
Bafw MUSmN Summa y 871 88 89 90 91 92 931 941 95 96 97 98 Average
198 OiLRIG iassenger 414 924 1 6 7 537 66 00 52 7 412 596
199 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 214 695 465_ 7771 606 623 1607 _337 _332 859 943 701 _ 597
200 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 622 552 8141 374[ 165 6 0 1113 11321 11152 12861 824 602
201 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 731] 691 565 646 407 608
202 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 854 735 494 T 652 462 639
23 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 8 12  7 45  715 495 447f 643
204 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 132 0 0 0 492 1496 1126 1128 897 14 87  353 10611 681
205 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 2021 706 812 612 544 619 860 677 1219 643 9191 554 697
206 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 1052 889 568 43 0 1731 563 16661631 1327 1536 1936 699
207 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 462 6311 5751 343 1 653 789 940 128 1293 112711 708
208 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 825 284 2701 9861 8441 7441 864 210 1 454 11740 613 690 710
209 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 5731 659 6741 795 721 4821 802 726 110601 7081 818 569 716
10 OIL IC Oil/Passenger 828 616 602 1114 692 7531 644 804 578 400 982 575 716
211 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 907 983 897 774 8201 8081 577 456 560 795 673 383 719
212 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 767 766 1015 9191 8271 583 11043 11128 656 445 115 486 729
213 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 171 8521 659 8391 495 6941 769 1 932 11110 [ 866 [ 839 689 1 730
214 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 1 I I I I J 375 [ 993 11045 15171 732
215 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 13! 653 820 1 1142 1 737 1 9841 8061 562 1021 777 731 6001 737
216 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 248 1111 1014 588 740
217 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 385 688 811 1000 956 107 0  173 417 750 1028 1061 578 743
218 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 279 623 0 866 684 1096 1056 7631113 780 1141 549 746
219 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 742 6691 5901 745 617 685 850 779 9871 837 8301 627 747
220 OIL - LEASED Oil/Passenger 1438 1070j 1081 622 267 1468 1192 74 391 494 250 638 749
221 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 0 5951 8471 618 848 861 1945 957 1069 1082 983 267 756
222 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 4471 7181 8211 2961 293 177 642 11126 11285 11179 1414 746 762
223 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 317 830 11294 612 763
224 OIL lC Oil/Passenger 728 __ 936 686 783
225 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 637 821 7661 686 839 1018 465 448 844 919 1566 436 787
226 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1262 1227 8271 1294 1199 107 427 822 292 1317 396 286 788
227 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 7401 805 932 932 932 781 724 9531 705 450 1250 348 796
228 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 411 11156 11071 1811 543 798
229 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 963 752 1001 799 1082 656 569 439 460 12191 8941 8311 805
230 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 848 930 1039 8711 10271 1294 1012 1054 353 5411 424 374 814
231 OILRIG IOi/Passenger1 570 808 692 83 111 10131 883 493 783 1040 1039 1 5321 819
232 OILRIG Oi/Passenger 482 900 864 850 111 1228 928 1073 568 530 11901 1431 822
233 OIL RIG I Oil/Passenger 1514 12021 763 826
234 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 769 847 645 10031 8611 1131 112861 673 7511 497 779 690 828
235 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 201 734 1058 894 1060 966 937 313 1141 892 1255 515 830
36 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 790 606 726 1027 701 8851 831 1061 920 1864 0 559 831
237 OILRIG Oil/Passengert 902 896 781 7721 857 898 744 554 1 142 1021 861 5641 833
2 OIL RIG Oil/Passengar 1 841 1033 1273 530 1016 726 823 973 821 1323 1308 365 836
23 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 748 665 670 1089 740 930 866 968 1019 910 960 531 841
240 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 869 755 888 1052 12771 1072 11001 7601 6401 461 7101 542 844
241 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 887 I 962 789 573 837 768 851 1 902 I 999 1 755 115711 316 851
242 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 754 469 979 900 964 420 5381 7211 409 1379 11589 11089 851
243 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1065 1467 1252 1368 1373 1201 38 471 64 1015 926 11531 855
244 OIL RIG Oil/Passu 736 1309 1510 1 0 483' 608 720 954 1055 993 1507 42-0 858
245 OiLRIG Oii/Passenger 943 1028 1230 1074 1063 I1041 903 ' 459 525 11213 821 0 858I-1 1 1123011 3117 151 6246 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 953 489 815 700 933 570 11010 358 1071 1033 1870 521 860
247 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 324 1307 1202 856 968 | 2211 168 1 348 11142 1392 11418 1981 861
248 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 609 11040 1002 [1102 5691 864
249 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 841 846 796 672 812 631 768 1215 1139 424 1850 438 869
250 O!L RIG Oil/Passenger 1244 1374 1202 1455 1374 155 38 29 1 42 1080 975 1478 870
251 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 786 1034 881 944 1022 1078 988, 460 1042 999 900 345 873
252 OIL HIG ilassenger 754 1215 971 1017 1019 700 762 4171 9271 812 11514 3761 874
253 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 297] 9251 724 773 966 3741 7871 842 817 11319 '1669 11064 880
254 OILRIG Oil/Passenger I I i _ i _ _ 1 625 1109 11143110231 555 891
255 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 823 772 801 528 772 1 8871 804 11143 9901 78320271 452 898
256 OIL RIG Oil/Passenqer 743 894 962 991 1082 1 1081 1 808 1 304 11449 11007 946 5241 899
257 OIL RIG Oi/Passenger 515 905 954 122 149 12721 807 1684 11338 11170 110301 904
28 OIL RIG Oi/Puassugur 875 987 889 650 811 888 884 1043 1047 724 1728 358' 907
29 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 978 855 783 657 807 930 892 901 1925 746 2006 452 911
260j OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 756 10541 1085 1032] 1148 1 849 1 994] 224 11265] 845 1174] 534] 913
261 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 1379 1066] 856 709 1 591 1 533 11121] 935] 891 1 661 11778 4951 918
9f9 Oil RIG I Oil/Pasanngfr 588 869 1303 1183 982 1 875 1 764 1 766 467 1679 11138 470 1 924
263 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1018 1158 1138 1050 11240 733 1156] 570 ] 963 232 926
264 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 878I 993 758 5.91 839 861 866 1 920 1043 1 733 12218 439 928
S-76 FUGHT HOURS
Miasin Yr
Baf MISSION 'summary 87 88 89 1 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 Average
OiL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 944 880 784 606 831 841 903 11084 1057 822 11963 455 931
266 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 677 1367 1 16701 1231 879 1028 11122 1 8901 948 L 710L 6631 232 951
267 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 640 1349 695 14701 6151 628 11076 11111 1 7191 927 113531 8771 955
268 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 1 3141 846 969 756 1 1502 1 470 1 920 1895 1 506 1 682 12256 386 958
269 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger M 26 1250 1187 | 12021 771 487 626 1276 1364 11752 738 971
270 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 193 1236 1460 898 1099 590 228, 87 6 1 18 9 1130 4 117 221 1191 993
271 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1155 1393 1214 821 495 753 978 1000 628 1256 11763 491 995
272 PASSENGER Oil/Passenger 2i 306 1605 115 4 1432 937 1165 62 1037
273 OILRIG Oil/Passenger [ 944 1091 1146 1226 10261 735 111791 930 679 1385 1399 18451 1049
274 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 702| 1429 1057 1 888 1 1315 6831 990 10291 131 11717 11930] 756 1052
275 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 1132 1181 13241 987 1461 1195 11283 | 770 1 9751 630 1082 1633 10541
276 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 679 1043 987 t 8661 874 732 11416 11089 78411673 11645 113451 1094
277 PASSENGER OH/Pussenger 23 0 11 1278 1352 1647 1558 1 992 1677 1552 1911 1169 1097
278 1 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 945 1245 878 1415 1597 912 987 1 92 [1362 1321 1581 827 1097
279 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1157 1041 897 894 752 1088 1254 14091 391 1627 2209 16161 1111
280 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 1182 1582 15541 1487 1416 518 172 603 11265 11306 1449 18311 1114
281 PASSENGER Oil/Passenger 225 437 372 1718 1619 1687 1434 1191 11961 1016 1126 1039 1152
282 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 22 1461 1449 1550 1394 11291 11243 862 1159
283 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 441 1174 1037 996 528 1600 1711 1204 1790 1237 1413 882 1168
284 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 14 37  1447 895 1299 1249 1338 944 428 1341 1321 1941 541 1182
2M OILHI G Oil/Passenger 6831 1684 1630 1579 1192 579 0 1217 11803 j2061 1 734 1329 1208
286 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger 1 1 127 1 1488 1560 11589 11499 11447 1281 811 1225
287 PASSENGER Oil/Passenger 1 2441 241 160 18551 15751 1400 11518 1162 11742 11705 11992 112541 1237
288 OILRIG Oil/Passenger 1 1661 1546 11431 11510 11602 11442 14361 9121 1256
289 OIL RIG Oil/Passenger { 849 1615 11490 11431 1346 11631 9781 1268
290 PASSENGER Oil/Passenger 700 1429 1750 1832 1676 1766 1188 1187 19 96 13 16 19 11  926 1473
___ il/P Av . 552 667 689 684 608 591 615 1595 697 751 953 524 654
291 GOVT Utility 36 5 20
GOVT | Utility 97 13 55
m GoVT I itility 112 15 64
294 GOVT Utility 119 16 67
295 UTITY Utility 32 112 22 0 49 791 200 102 102 78
296 GOVT Utility 1401 19 ?1 79
29f ujniY utility 1 301 194 0 0 801 1301 1341 206 122 80
298 GOVT Utility 1 115| 114 43 40 131 195 89 0 35 60 163 42 86
2991 EMS Utility g 70 110 0 30 91 151 71 51 368 211 93
300 GOVT Utility 168 22 1795
301 UTIUlY Utility 80 47 123 137 103 142 117 73 65 106 117 102 101
302 GOVT Utility 102 100  100 681 535 0 0 01 35 81 175 45 103
303 SAR Utility 127 116 107 0 0 0 0 90 292 238 217 111 108
304 UTILY Utility 97 761 71 7 55 391 771 127 139 193 217 146 109
5 UTIUrTY I Utility 2161 1361 101 1761 143 1041 1481 1681 1821 491 7 |17 120
306 UTILTY Utility 1 129 59 1 191 46 71 1191 84 1351 75 154 1 551 1 461 130
307 Imi rY utility 165 57 244 147 153 192 121 39 371 2101 89 109 t 130
308 SAR/EMS Utility 1 132 0 55 196 145 139 68 90 131 230 222 156 130
309 MILT Utility 171 97 49 53 186 145 264 318 204 2 63 153
310 UTIUTY Utity 187 161 1581 243 221 208 18911291 84 175
311 MIUT Utility 113 314 290 295 320 292 0 0 0 98 306 79 175
312 CIVIL DEF. Utility 1I 121 202 224 182
313 SAR Utility | 1023 951 87 0 0 0 241 406 600 533 0 143 184
314 SAR Utility 10 343 277 262 2 38 266 65 195 50 190
315 UTIUTY Utility 2 111 325 1 154 193 224 110 131 409 1207 58 195
'3161 MULility 205~ 
__ 2 4 1 0  13194098316 Mu utility 131 355 85 180 94 165 205 53 196
317 MILT ut ility 238 [ 326 36 236 i 37 4254 1541 63 2251 200 338 87 197
318 MiLrr Utility 312 1981 401 212 1 1941 6 12121 72 313 1191 3431 88 212
3191 GOVT I Utility 1 1 251 2761 180 1 326 1249 1394 2441 511 218
320 GOVT Utility 108 1269 317 248 290 253 45 219
321 GOVT utility 252 248 272 300 248 40 227
322 SAR Utility 64 369 289 192 1385 93 78 236 61 229
323 GOVT Utiy 1 _ 199 298 224 307 318 411 231
324 GOVT utility 184 255 236 274 278 344 1_48 231
325 CIVIL DEF. Utility 230 274 191 232
326 GOVT Utility 64 312 184 346 265 330 347 56 238
327 MIUT Utility 238 279 2471 146 236 495 200 103 310 130 39291 101 240
328 GOVT Utility . 262 2361 2571 235 355 2841 49 240
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E_ MISSiQN Summar 87[ 88 891 902 9 93 941 95 961 97 98 ]Average
329 GOVT Utility ' 303 3671 77 369 278 134 231 2 3 201 185 188f 62 244
33 . EMS Utility 256 333 [ 264 255 169 152 293 266 241 377 150 187 245
331 GOVT Utility 2081 220 323 244 363 316 51 246
332 SAR Utility 103 453] 2341 1901 463 4011 98 259 67 252
33 UTIUTY Utility 400' 577 441 I0 0 275 259 260 67 253
334 CIVIL DEF. utility t t 277 268 298 178 255
5 EMS utility 25 488 257
336 EMS Utility 353 203 4381 1451 741 934 230 74 235 501 737 190 273
337 EMS utility 257 256 95 336 245 150 25 421 518 592 343 1961 286
m3I SA Utility *g g 296 198 378 I 308 374 164 286
339 EMS Utility 3031 267 195 223 52 406 82 108 303 1 6041 769 133 287
340 GOVT utility 397 | 552 4201 5881 5091 131 0 828 1 431 155 1-375 101 287
341 MININC Utility 423 3206 205 253 87 461 303 463 390 241 301 143 298
342 EMS Utility 377 428 323 219 293 297 311 27 3101 419 343' 236 299
343 GOVT Utity 191 123 288 305 181 307 266 300 287 501 238 1647 303
344 GOVT utility 201 558 393 228 152 4181 3651 0 868 289 178 7 310
345 CIVIL DEF. Utility _ _ 320 353 2731 315
346 SAR utility 531 0 517 288 320 3981 01 6121 259 382 1189 318
347 EMS Utility^ 302 359 3 3 20 151 159 9 445 551 618 395 207 321
4 U_rY Utility 208 349 446 529 510 180 296 76 324
34 U1 TY Utility 743 531 5261 132 424 379 430 144 160 207 132 126 328
350 EMS Utility 422 139 375 1211 427 535 197 918 573 312 11 50 340
_351 EMS Utility 421 423 301 3761 3031 3021 2341 294 | 223 1542 402 265 340
352 _ _EMS utility 241 250 291 412 450 1375 1461 1375 1267 3181 344
35 '_UTUTY Utility 290 439 14951 565 499 104 3191 821 349
354 ULilLfY utility 1 25 676 3 50
355 CML Dcr. Utility 316 451 402 243 353
356 EMS utility 448 191 341 182 205 68 0 12~ 53 41 451 197 355
357 EMS utility __ 88 441 562 411 265 846 1;02 244 2621 358
358 EMS utility 4541 4091 443 299 1282 236 329 0 711 1245 773 11761 363
359 EMS Utility 779 1 7631 458 87 164 01 581 3051 304 500 587 509 1 376
360 GOVT utility 138 667 501 253 390
361 FMS litility 246 321 400 402 511 449 543 545 332 260 401
362 76 1 1101 1 42 271 204 1 ~ 25 1362 TIm LTY I Utility 3 2201 7615 110 46 615 235 412
3 UTUTY Utility 441 103 538 720 7261 5011 3921 281 392 699 473 251 427
364 EMS Utility 197i 213 152 135 6121 7301 5381 121 206 187 1887 193 431
365 UTIULTY utility 01 0 25471 290 1941 2001 98 145 700 434 422 333 447
366 EMS Utility 92 53 504 398 587 605 63 350 731 536 1041 438 450
367 EMS Utility 494 525 481 689 544 527 0 458 467 582 333 452 463
368 EMS Utility 46 341 579 6041 438 671 665 10 393 1 5391 807 594 474
369 EMS utility 121 177 488 626 606 729 424, 610 542 536 634 349 478
370 EMS Utility 290 327 498 382 586 481 593 612 645 663 7 206 502
371 EMS Utility 379 275 515 542 640 493 426 505 492 346 1163 13241 508
372 EMS I Utility I 4491 233 875 842 617 433 I 313 1 8181 83 1 37 11275 1 3551 527
373 UTILITY Utility 582 634 561 469 4541 412 1 5201 4751 190 1 402 13731 3541 535
374 EMS Utility 302 525 644 507 639 294 477 o 550 4101 538 11345 3471 548
375 EMS Utility 395 430 529 420 605 395 258 843 744 686 10354 2891 552
376 EMS Utility 407 ' 4761 496 4141 5531 528 475 788 629 637.1051 293 562
377 EMS utility 389 5021 548 4221 4961 599 5791 6841 683 1 639 1129 315 582
378 EMS Utility 532 1 851 202| 462 552 4701 589 6841 841 796 9151236 594
379 UTUTY Utility 636] 11021 750 963 1057 1208 351 335 208 242 217 190 605
380 EMS Utility 319 1 409 286 657 7781 676 478 694 706 684 1311 365 614
381 UTIUTY utility 274 138 263 533 561 797 1137 997, 886 619 621
3 EMS Utility 937 623 584 610 156 463 650 527 529 1314 319 624
8 MS Utility 713 458 629 8171 894 245 330 8261 418 39411538 375 636
384 EMS 1 Utility 125 130 604 965 1018 897 1687 945 720 752 1 6141 2471 642
385 EMS Utility 1127 663 1023 1 8931 7671 296 1794 888 485 411 1 335 12741 663
386 EMS 1 utility Z- 6661 12641 7611 3181 6411 524 647 6781 3721 1174] 2641 6641
387 UTIULTY Utility I I I I 1 1 697 1647 672
388 EMS utility 212' 729 796 644 857 750' 666 940 280' 606 11266 353 675
38 UrnuTY Utility 324 239 70 1760 656 1036 714 727 689 50511102 498 693
390 UTILTY utility 302 34 70 987 12751 1418 14741 7721 152 531 11668 569 1 69
391 UTIUTY Utility 754 649 701
392 EMS Utility W 825 1170 1173 1216 659 4721 487] 290] 286 10941 305 725
m9 UIUnTY utility 826 1013 744 915 885 1105 11217 1431 407 910 1689 1440 799
394 UTIUITY Utility 844 1100 1083 942 1020 684 1 735 961 436 , 327 1407 363 825
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S-76 FUGHT HOURS
i i IYr
Rd MS i Summay 87 88 89, 901 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 !Average
95 UmitiY utiitry 2158 10021 899 531 7 O 17 918 842 357 343 11137 293 830
396 EMS Utility 4721 987 | 944 845 7511 923 786 | 941 860 561 1509i 421 833
397 UTLrrY Utility 1280 1261 | 824 398 1 943 1319 11183 11628 1679 1343 2148 | 599 1217
Utility Avg 379 401 442 389 402 388 322 393 393 356 514 231 358
Grand Ave "2 59 515 5a 4Ee 40 416 42A -48Z M ml 33 1
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Appendix IV - CAFTA Fault Tree Model
A4.1 Fault Tree Analysis - Qualitative
Following section will briefly walk through the highlights of the fault tree for the
structural usage monitor system. The top-level fault for this fault tree would be a
"components structural failure" (G002). There are three different ways to reach this
failure state. The first would be a basic weakness in the material the part is made of or
damage caused by manufacturing or maintenance. An example of this would be a casting
flaw. The second possible cause would be complete overloading of the part during a very
stressful maneuver. The third and most likely cause would be the application of too many
load cycles to the part as shown in box (G075). The entirety of the structural usage
monitoring system falls under this fault mode. To reach this state, two things must occur.
First there must be a load cycle under count and second this problem must remain
undetected for a long period of time (as most parts are designed to last for a number of
years under reasonably normal usage).
To reach state (G077), the problem must be both an undiscovered system or procedural
error which was not covered by the software testing, and periodic audits of this system
(meant to detect this fault) must have failed. The audits are expected to consist of a
periodic review of database status, quality, and compliance with procedures performed by
Sikorsky engineering staff.
Returning to (G007), this state can be reached by misapplication of damage calculations
done by the usage monitoring system. These can take the form of an error posting the
damage (either manual or automated). Both of these functions are considered outside the
scope of the usage monitoring system and are done by either manual log cards or
automated maintenance tracking systems.
Another way to undercount loads cycles would be to make an error deriving the correct
damage (GO 11). Even if calculated correctly, the damage data and could be transmitted
in error or applied against the wrong part type by the airborne system (G009, G061). The
transmission error could occur either during file transmission from the on-board system to
the ground station due to a data card transfer error and the failure of its Cyclic
Redundancy Check (CRC) meant to validate data transfers, or the entire file could be lost
without detection (G009). Damage could be applied against the wrong part type either
due to a software error by the module that maintains aircraft configuration or a user
entered configuration error (G06 1). The manual entry error would be a combination of a
mechanic error entering a new configuration and that the part that he is incorrectly
entering is a legal part for this aircraft model (G066).
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Returning to the damage derivation error, which is the key function of structural usage
monitoring (GO 11), could be caused by a regime being incorrectly identified or the
mapping between regimes and damage being incorrect (GO 15). The mapping could be
incorrect due to a bad damage mapping table (G033) or incorrect transmission of this
table from the ground system to the on-board system (G034).
Failure of regime recognition (G 014) could be due to bad sensor data, incorrect regime
definition table, incorrect recognition algorithms or the malfunction of the regime
recognition software. Starting with this simpler branch, the regime definition table could
be incorrect (GO 17) due to an incorrectly defined regime table or a correct table being
incorrectly transmitted to the on-board system from the ground station due to data
transmission error and simultaneous failure of the CRC check (G028). An incorrect
regime definition table (G027) could be due to manual logic error in defining the regime,
and simultaneous failure of the automated consistency checks in the definition software,
and failure of the bench and flight tests to find this error.
Returning to sensor data incorrect (GO 16) this could be caused by an undetected sensor
malfunction or less likely an undetected malfunction of the HUMS processor due to
failure of the signal conditioning processor and the fault detection system designed to
detect that failure. To reach the detected sensor malfunction state (G020) you need both a
sensor hardware failure and a failure of the software and hardware to detect that failure
(G024). The sensor hardware failure could occur in any of the systems that are feeding
the usage monitoring function. While the fault tree has not included all possible sensor
systems, several systems have been shown as examples. The pitch sensor wire failure
(G041) could occur due to failure of the wire as a short, open, intermittant or any error
during maintenance such as miswiring or faulty repairs (G050). The failure of the pitch
sensor system could be either in the high state or low state. Some feeding sensors are
redundant such as the attitude heading reference system and thus would require failure of
both systems to provide bad data to the usage monitor (G05 1). The weight-on-wheels
sensor could fail in either the open or closed position (G053). Finally the air data
computer is also a redundant system and would require failure of both to provide bad data
(G054).
A4.2 Cutsets and Basic Events
Attached are the CAFTA system output of analyzed cutsets and a listing of the basic
events. The probabilities are just filler values needed to get the system to output its
analysis and have no significance in the analysis. These were the basis of Tables IV and
V in the text.
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Appendix V - Extract from FAR 29.1309
Equipment, Systems and Installations
The following extract from Federal Aviation Regulations, Part 29 rev. Dec. 1996 is the
basis of FAA requirements on the HUMS system. The key sections are highlighted in
BOLD and indicate that any system failure that creates hazard must be unlikely and that a
safety assessment is required.
Sec. 29.1309 Equipment, systems. and installations.
"(a) The equipment, Systems, and installations whose functioning is required by this
subchapter must be designed and installed to ensure that they perform their intended
functions under any foreseeable operating condition.
(b) The rotorcraft systems and associated components, considered separately and in
relation to other systems must be designed so that--
(1) For Category B rotorcraft, the equipment, systems, and
installations must be designed to prevent
hazards to the rotorcraft if they malfunction or fail; or
(2) For Category A rotorcraft-
(i) The occurrence of any failure condition which would prevent
the continued safe flight and landing of the rotorcraft is extremely
improbable; and
(ii) The occurrence of any other failure conditions which
would reduce the capability of the rotorcraft or
the ability of the crew to cope with adverse operating
conditions is improbable.
(c) Warning information must be provided to alert the crew to
unsafe system operating conditions and to
enable them to take appropriate corrective action. Systems,
controls, and associated monitoring and
warning means must be designed to minimize crew errors which
could create additional hazards.
(d) Compliance with the requirements of paragraph (b)(2) of this section must be
shown by analysis and, where necessary, by appropriate ground, flight, or
simulator tests. The analysis must consider-
(1) Possible modes of failure, including malfunctions and damage
from external sources;
(2) The probability of multiple failures and undetected failures;
(3) The resulting effects on the rotorcraft and occupants,
considering the stage of flight and operating
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conditions; and
(4) The crew warning cues, corrective action required, and the
capability of detecting faults."
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Appendix VI - Extract from HUMS Functional
Hazard Assessment
The key statements from the FHA are presented along with descriptions of their safety
implications. This is another source of derived safety requirements and they are
highlighted in bold font and explained in parenthetical statements below the affected text.
The basic organization of the FHA document is as follows:
Description of the function
Worst case failure effect
Possible mitigating actions
Proposed software criticality levels (per DO178B)
There are three sections (renumbered to 1-3 for simplicity) here that deal with different
aspects of the usage monitoring function. The first assumes that the data will be recorded
over a long period of time and that Sikorsky will only use the data to statistically change
the baseline assumed spectrum and thus change fleetwide part lives. The second assumes
that regime data will be used for automated life adjustments but only deals with the
regime gathering function. The last section deals with the damage calculations
themselves.
"STRUCTURAL USAGE MONITORING
The following functions pertain to structural usage monitoring by the HUMS. Note that only
regime data gathering will be certified initially and component retirement calculations will be
certified in the future as part of a controlled service introduction.
1.0 Regime Data Gathering for Fleetwide Life Adjustments
The HUMS airborne system will accumulate time and number of occurrences for each defined
flight regime (usage spectrum) as well as the sensor data that was used to determine the usage
spectrum. This data will be sealed with an error checking protocol and downloaded to the
groundstation for display and archive. It will subsequently be provided to Sikorsky for the
purpose of evaluation of actual helicopter usage. Sikorsky can use this data statistically to
recalculate retirement lives for a subset of the aircraft fleet based on actual usage instead of
predefined usage.
(note that the seal will be done with multiple CRC's and the raw sensor data can be used to
recalculate usage on the groundstation with dissimilar hardware and software although the
algorithm will be the same)
1.1 Worst Case Failure Effect Without Mitigating Action
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In the event that the HUMS on a fleet of aircraft erroneously records time and cycles for one or
more regimes and this error goes undetected by the engineer completing the life calculations,
the worst case failure effect would be the incorrect specification of a fleetwide life adjustment for
a component on that aircraft type. This could subsequently leave components in service beyond
an appropriate retirement time, reducing their structural reliability margin. The baseline
criticality level for the airborne function would be C - Major hazard due to a potentially
significant reduction in fleetwide structural reliability.
(here we rely on basic engineering judgement and practices of crosschecking results with other
experience and data sources)
The baseline criticality level for the groundstation function would be D - Minor hazard because
improper functioning or loss of this function will not have significantly reduced aircraft safety.
1.2 Mitigating Action
None required.
The data seal can be manually verified at the time the data is imported into the database or
used. The data can be examined by the engineer that uses it for calculating retirement times.
Missing regime data will be compensated for by assuming conservatively that regime usage
during a period for which data are missing would be proportional to the worst case composite
regime usage rate currently used to manually determine component retirement times. Data added
to the usage database will be subjected to a periodic reasonableness check by Sikorsky.
(this implies that the original sealed file be sent to Sikorsky for reprocessing and that it is
designed to be relatively self contained regarding embedded identifying information)
Note, regime data gathering does not change how components are currently lifed unless Sikorsky
decides to change a fleetwide component life based on looking at the usage data statistically.
1.3 Software Criticality Level With Mitigating Action
The software criticality level proposed for the airborne function is DO-178B, Level C.
The software criticality level proposed for the GSS function is DO-178B, Level D.
1.4 Software Criticality Level Justification
The justification for the assignment of DO-178B Level C Major Hazard is due to a potentially
significant reduction in fleetwide structural reliability. The justification for the assignment of
DO-178B Level D criticality to the GSS portion of this function is the determination that
undetected improper functioning or loss of this function may reduce the fleetwide structural
reliability margin of one or more components on the aircraft by a slight amount. The
conservative assumption for missing data and periodic reasonableness checks of data added to
the database will minimize risk of statistical distortion of the usage database.
2.0 Regime Data For Component Retirement Calculations
The HUMS airborne system will accumulate time and number of occurrences (same as Section
1.1) for each defined flight regime (usage spectrum) as well as the sensor data that was used to
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determine the usage spectrum.. This usage spectrum data will be used by the component
retirement calculations function (See Section 3.0) to adjust component life based on actual usage.
This data will be sealed with an error checking protocol and downloaded to the GSS for display
and archive.
2.1 Worst Case Failure Effect Without Mitigating Action
In the event that the HUMS on one aircraft erroneously records time and cycles for one or more
regimes, the worst case failure effect would be the incorrect specification of a life adjustment for
a component on that aircraft. This could leave a component in service beyond an appropriate
retirement time, reducing it's structural reliability margin. The baseline criticality level for the
airborne function is B - Hazardous/Severe Major Hazard due to large reductions in structural
reliability margins.
The baseline criticality level for the groundstation function would be D - Minor Hazard because
improper functioning or loss of this function will not have significantly reduced aircraft safety.
2.2 Mitigating Actions
None required.
Note, the following system design and procedural safeguards will ensure that potential system
failures are detected and compensated for correctly. Flight time will be recorded by HUMS
(section 8.1) and used to determine if some regime data is missing. Missing regime data
would be compensated for by assuming conservatively that usage during a period for
which data are missing would be proportional to the worst case composite usage
accumulation rate currently used by Sikorsky to evaluate component retirement times. To
protect against deficiencies in regime definitions or unexpected uses of the aircraft, data
added to the component usage database will be subjected to a periodic reasonableness
check by Sikorsky. Revisions to regime definition tables may require recalculation of
accumulated usage to date from stored/archived sensor data. In this event, the
recalculation will be completed on a groundstation with approved procedures under
Sikorsky supervision.
(use of clock time implies a reliable, battery-backed clock on the airborne unit. The Sikorsky
oversight function has been discussed already. A method to safely batch process a potentially
huge amount of archived raw data needs to be developed and due care in regime definition and
verification must be taken to minimize the need for this potentially difficult process)
2.3 Software Criticality Level With Mitigating Action
The software criticality level proposed for the airborne function is DO-178B, Level B. Note that
a failure modes and effects analysis for this function will be provided at a later time.
The software criticality level proposed for the GSS function is DO-178B, Level D.
2.4 Software Criticality Level Justification
The justification for the assignment of DO-178B Level B criticality to the function is the
determination that improper functioning, loss of this function may significantly reduce the
structural reliability margin of one or more components on individual aircraft. This would not
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significantly affect overall fleet reliability. The justification for the assignment of DO-I 78B
Level D to the GSS function is the determination that improper functioning or loss of this
function will not have significantly reduced aircraft safety.
3.0 Component Retirement Calculations
For selected components, the airborne system will apply usage spectrum data to calculate
expected retirement times by applying calculations that translate the usage spectrum (See Section
2.0) to life used during this flight for each component type. Life decrements (in equivalent flight
hours) for each component type and failure mode will be calculated in the airborne system. This
data will be sealed with an error checking protocol and stored to the data card for transfer to the
GSS. The GSS will be able to display the results, pass the results to some external system and
archive the results. A separate manual or automated function may accumulate component life.
and track components.
3.1 Worst Case Failure Effect
In the event that the airborne system provides erroneous calculations of component retirement
times, the worst case failure effect would be incorrect specification of life adjustment which
could leave a component in service beyond an appropriate retirement time, significantly reducing
it's structural reliability margin. The baseline criticality level is B - Hazardous/Severe Major
Hazard due to the significant decrease in structural reliability.
The baseline criticality level for the groundstation function would be D - Minor Hazard because
improper functioning or loss of this function will not have significantly reduced aircraft safety.
3.2 Mitigating Actions
None required.
Note, the following system design and procedural safeguards will ensure that potential system
failures are detected and compensated for correctly. A component life adjustment limit for
each component, based on some multiple of the current component retirement time
recommended by Sikorsky, will be put in place to minimize the possible reduction in
structural reliability margin. To protect against deficiencies in damage mapping definitions
or systemic data processing errors, data added to the component lifing database will be
subjected to a periodic reasonableness check by Sikorsky. Revisions to damage mapping
tables may require recalculation of accumulated usage to date from stored/archived usage
spectrum data. In this event, the recalculation will be completed on a groundstation with
approved procedures under Sikorsky supervision.
(the time extension limit is intended as a "catch all" for potentially runaway calculations and is
discussed under the Monte Carlo section below. Sikorsky oversight described previously.
Recalculation of damage alone is much easier that regime changes as the input to the process is
simply the regime spectrum and a spreadsheet-like calculation.)
3.3 Software Criticality Level With Mitigating Action
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The software criticality level proposed for the airborne function is DO-178B, Level B. Note that
a failure modes and effects analysis for this function will be provided at a later time.
The software criticality level proposed for the airborne function and the GSS function is DO-
178B, Level D.
3.4 Software Criticality Level Justification
The justification for the assignment of DO-178B Level B criticality to the airborne portion of this
function is the determination that improper functioning or loss of this function may significantly
reduce the structural reliability margin of one or more components on individual aircraft. This
would not significantly affect overall fleet reliability. The justification for the assignment of
DO-178B Level D to the GSS function is the determination that improper functioning or loss of
this function will not have significantly reduced aircraft safety."
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